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Mutton	biryani	pic



Mutton	biryani	pic	hd.	Mutton	biryani	recipe	pic.	Delicious	mutton	biryani	picture.	Mutton	biryani	recipe	step	by	step	with	pictures.	Mutton	biryani	step	by	step	with	pictures.	Mutton	biryani	pictures.	Mutton	biryani	menu.	Mutton	biryani	pic	download.

Selective	focus.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-close-up-macro-	Photo-selective-focus-image370913135.html	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a	form	of	Biryani,	from	Hyderabad,	India.	It	is	prepared	in	the	form	of	Kachay	Gosht	Ki	Biryani	and	Dum	Ki	Biryani.	Chicken	spicy
Tikka	Masala	in	iron	pan	Several	Indian	dishes	on	a	table.	Isolated	on	white	with	Pathhttps	cutout:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/overhead-shot-of-chicken-biryani-white-ply	isolated-on-white-with-clipping-route-image453190205.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	served	with
Yogurt	Dip,	selective	focus	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	DIP	Yogurt,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	.	alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-biryaniram-biryani-mutton-biryaninerved-with	-140912907.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	Indian	food
menu	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	INDIAN-FOOD-on-A-WHITE-BACKGROUND-PHOTO-FOR-MENU-IMAGE358458557.HTML	HALAL	INDIAN	CHICKEN	O	MUTTON	BIRYANI	served	with	Raita	tomato	yogurt	on	white	background.	Popular	Food	of	Plasta	in
Indiahttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/famous-and-delicious-kolkata-style-biryani-popular-streatur-food	-in-india-image454353976.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	yogurt	DIP,	selective	focus	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani
served	with	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com	/icenses-and-pricing/?v=1	-Photo-Kashmiri-Mutton-Gosht-Biryani-Lamb-Biryani-Witton-Moryaninerved-with-140913190.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	photo	photo	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/indian-food-on-a-wite-background-photo-for-men-image358458429.html	Indian	Halal	chicken	or	Lamb	Biryani	served	with	yogurt	tomato	raita	On	white	background.	Mutton	Pulao	-	Eminent	dish	of	not	only	Pakistan	but	from	the	continent	South	Asia.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpps:
//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mutton-	Pulao-eminent-plate	of	not	only-Pakistan-but-of-continent-south-80579736.html	Top	shot	of	Kabab	Biryani	on	dish	white.	The	edges	were	sealed	for	slow	cooking	rice.	close	up.	Central	Asian	cuisine:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-o-oriental-uzbek-pilaf-central-
asian-cuisine-82691595.html	khorezm	Plov	Khorezm	Plovhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-	PRICING	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/khorezm-plov-image217444874.html	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt.	On	bad	mood	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	Basmati	rice	served	with
yogurt	DIP	on	Moody	background,	Selective	FocushTps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com	/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmatire-served-with-yogurt-dip-over-moody-background-select-focus-image432539717.html	Indian	style	house	Field	Country	House	Plate	Curry	Vegetarian.	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a
Biryani	shape,	from	Hyderabad,	India.	It	is	prepared	in	the	form	of	Kachay	Gosht	Ki	Biryani	and	Dum	Ki	Biryani.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-hyderabadi-biryani-is-a-form-of-biryani-de-hyderabad-indiait-is-145239873.html	mutton	biryani	chicken	biryani	spicy	indian	malabar	Biryani
Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Clay	Pot	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Ri	Mutton	Biryani	Chicken	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Pulao	Clay	pot	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	PakistÃ¡n	Basmati	Basmati	Calcutta	Mutton	Biryani	-	Plato	de	Arroz	Mixto	Calcutta	Mutton	Biyani	-	Dishhhhhttps	de	Arroz	Mixto:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/calcutta-button-biryani-mixed-arroz-plato-playbo-plato-gatml	Biryani	Mutton	Rice	Papadam	Con	Fondo	Tradiceal	Biryani	Mutton	Rice	Papadam	Con	Fondo	TradicealHTTS:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-rice-papadam-con-fondo
tradicional-5618610.html	alimentaci³³n	Picante	Y	Deliciosa	de	Biryani	Biryani	en	Fondo	Negro	Fondo	Picante	Y	Delicioso	Mutton	Biryani	Food	En	Black	BackgroundHTTS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and	-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/spicy-and-delicious-mutton-biryani-delicious-mutton-biryani-image401546905.html	pollo	Biryani	Biriyani
con	Arroz	Basmati.	Popular	indio	no	Vegetariano	FOODTTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gosht-pilaf-is-prepared-in-arthen-O-Clay-Pot-llamado-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image43254883.html	Alimento	Indio	O	Curry	Indio	en	Un-Taz³n	de
Servicio	de	Cobre.	Alimento	indio	o	curry	indio	en	un-taz³³n	de	servicio	de	cobre	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-indian-food-or-d¡¡n-Curry-in-A-Cobre-Sirviendo-bow-Towl-140328249.html	Yakhni	Pulao	-	Estilo	Punjabi	Karachi	Pakistani	Punjabi.	Kadai	Paneer	-	Foodhttps	indio	tradicional:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-cottage-cheese-vegetarian-curry-dish-kadai-paneer-tradicional-indian-food-fuck-image35536666285.html	Bahsh	Uzbeko	Pilaf	-	Plovwith	Green	Plovwith	Bahsh	Uzbek	Pilaf	-	Green	Plovwith	Carne	Y	Liverhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPTS:	/
/www.alamy.com/stock-pilaf-bashsh	-uzbek-pilaf-bashsh	-uzbek-pilaf-green-plovwith-meat-and-liver-10328382.html	delicioso	pollo	biriyani	delicioso	polo	Oriental	East	Pilaf	Pilafhttptors:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-oriental-pilaf-82758562.html	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with
yogurt	fall	on	bad	mood	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	the	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	Dip	on	Moody	background,	selective	focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	indian-mutton-biryani-prepared	-in-basmati-rice-served-with-yogurt-dip-over-moody-background-
selective-focus-image432539332.html	Indian	style	Cheese	Request	Cheese	Curry	Vegetarian	Dish.	Indian	style	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	Copper	Tazon.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-Indian-Style-food	-O	-O-Indian-Curry-in-a-copper-bowl-TowL-101034619.html	MUTTON	MASAALA	O
MASALA	GOSHT	O	LAMB	Rogan	Josh	with	a	little	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	focus	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Indian	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	with	some	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	FochustTPTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-Pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton-masala-	or-masala-
gosht-ore-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with-some-166366455.html	Indian-style	food	or	Indian	curry	In	a	Copper	Tazon.	Fish	Biryani	Mutton	Biryani	Beef	Biryani	Veg	Biryani	Pulv	or	Pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-biriyani-with-basmati	-rice-Indian-Rice-Food-Food-Biryani-Mutton-Biryani-
Beef-Biryani-Veg-Biryani-Pulv-Or-	Pilaf-image383394418.html	Mutton	Biriyani	Inside	the	open	pot	after	breaking	the	sealed	edges.	Nawabi	Chicken	Biryani	with	Rice	Perfuemed	Quality	PerfueM.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/nawabi-chicken-biryani-with-premium-quality-	perfué	S-rice-
image338052803.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	con	Yogurt	Dip,	Focus	Selective	Kashmiri	Kashmiri	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmir-mutton	-gosht-Biryani-Lamb-
Biryani-Mutton-Biryani-served-with-140913365.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	food	menu	India	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-price	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-on-a-white-background-photo-for-menu-image358458435.html	Halal	Indian	Chicken	or	Mutton	Biryani
served	with	Raita	tomato	yogurt	on	white	background.	Colombo,	Sri	Lanka.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/biryaniis-a-mixed-rice-dish-originating-among-	The	Muslims	of	India-Indian-subcontinent,	is	made,	with	Indian	spices,	rice,	rice	and	meat,	clay-biriyani	pots,	which-you-get	a-	kept	and	can-be-pidded-
with-chicken-mutton-or-vegetarian-side-side-side-including-pieapple-herved-frry-egg	-Special-Pickles-Raitha-and-Mint-Sambol-Its-	Takeaway-Or-Delivery-Delivery	And-and-Can-Ordened-de-4	to	14-Packages-Colombo-Sri-Lanka-image432989217.html	A	dish	Biryani	Chicken	on	a	table	A	Biryani	chicken	plate	on	a	tablehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-
and-pricing/?v=1	-on-a-table-image365203931.html	closeup	view	from	the	top	of	the	delicious	lamb	(lamb)	Biryani	decorated	with	tomato	and	mint	cass.	Mutton	Biryani.	Uzbek	pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-uzbek-pilaf-93494926.html	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	on	rice	Basmati
served	with	Dip	yogurt	Moody	FiOes	de	Moody,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	rice	Basmati	served	with	yogurt	fall	over	the	background	of	Moody,	selective	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	lamb	curry	meat	dish	or	meat	dish	Indian	or	Mutton	CurryHtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-
meat-dition-	o-mutton-curry-image354151985.html	Buhara	Pilavãƒ	"Â	€	Tariff.	Selective	focus.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-close-up-macro-	photo-selective-focus-image370913267.html	Hyderabadi	close-up	Biryani	Close-up	of	Hyderabadi	Biryanihttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock	-photo-close-up-up-up-up-	up-up-up-upyani-131883058.html	closeup	View	on	old	Dhaka:	Traditional	famous	Kacchi	Biryani	Food	Close-up	View	on	old	Dhaka:	famous	Kacchi	Biryanihtptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	-prising	/?	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/food-closeup-view-
at-old-dhaka-famus-traditional-kacchi-biryaniiimage379268313.html	Indian	chicken	Birio	Biryani.	Pulao	Basmati	Rice,	spicy	mixed	rice	dish	with	CHTTPS	meat:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-spicy-indian-malabar-bi	Ryani	-O-Hydrabadi-Biryani-dum-Biriyani-Fish-and-rice-pulao-basmati-rice-mixed-
mixed-plate-plate	with	meat-c-image402017718.html	Breaked	Tapioca	with	green	chilli	and	shallots	served	with	chicken	sauce	.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-
Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433254946.html	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	bowl	of	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.	Chana	Mewa	Pulao	-	Peshawari	Pulaos.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-chana-mewa-pulao-peshawarixpulaos-	130588906.html	Mutton	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted	lamb
meat	served	with	Safran	of	raisins	on	a	white	plate	on	a	white	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	above,	flat	lamb	lamb	Pulao,	roasted	lamb	meat	served	with	rice	raisins	squat	on	a	white	plate	on	a	white	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	above,	Flat	Lahttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//	www	www	.alamy.com	/	mutton-
zafrani-pularo-neat-tasteted-meat-teart-server	-	SAFTS-Saffron-Rice-Arroco-on-an-Anthing-Plate-on-a-White	-Wood-table-horizontal-view-from	-bove-flat-la-image446388002.html	Close	Close	Up	Feet	Curry	Served	with	Crispy	Roti	Close	Up	Cerro	Stew	Curry	Served	with	Crispy	Rotihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//
www.alamy.com/close-up-stewed-beef-curry-served-with-rispy-rotiimage419052257.html	Biryani	Chicken.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-can-curry-in-a-copper-bowl-sirving-syring-with-bread-or-roti-image354502422.html
dum	handi	muttonã	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	ground	or	clay	pot	called	HAAND	or	1	KILO	of	size.	Mutton	Biryani	flour	on	a	plate	at	table.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-biryani-meal-in--plate-	on-table-image458244585.html	mutton	Biryani	Mutton	Biryanihttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/	?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-biryani-image240627216.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Served	with	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focus	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Served	with	Yogurt	Dip	,	Selective	FocushTPS:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-goshmir-mutton-girty-biryani-biryaninered-with-140913036.html	gosht	or	lamb	Biryani	prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with	Bull	of	yogurt	in	Terracotta	Bowl.	Popular	Food	of	Plasta	in	Indiahttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=
//www.alamy.com/famous-and-delicious-kolkata-style-biryani-popular-streatur-food	-in-india-image454353980.html	kashmiri	kashmiri	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	DIP	Yogurt,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focushttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-goshto-kashmiri-biryani-biryani-mutton-gosht-biryaninerved-with-140945.html	Comida	India	Sobre	Un	Fondo	Blanco,	Foto	Pará	Menãğ	Comida	India	En	Un	fondo	blanco,	foto	para	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:
//www.alamy.com/indian-food-on-a-back-background-food-	-a---------Amenu	-back358458572.html	Halal	Polo	Indio	O	Biryani	del	Cordero	Servido	Con	El	Yogurt	Raita	Sobre	Fondo	Blanco.	Pulao	Basmati	Arroz,	Plato	de	Arroz	Mixto	Picante	con	Meathttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/fish-biryani-spicyy-indian-
malabar-biryani-o-hydrabadi-Biryani-dum-Biriyani-Basmati-arroz-Pulao-Basmati-Arroz-Picante-MezClado-	Plato-Plato	con	carne-imagen40202017888.html	Biryani	Mutton	Arroz	Papadam	Con	Fondo	Tradiceal	Biryani	Mutton	Rice	Papadam	Con	Tradicional	FondoHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-
biryani-mutton-Rice-Papadam-with-RICGGRound-595318.html	cocina	india	Biryani	Rice	Y	Curry.	Comida	Callejera	de	Malasia	Una	Deliciosa	Receta	India	Para	Beriayani	Y	Roti	Canai	Llamada	popodum,	curry	y	acar	en	la	mesa	setup.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com	/	malaysian-street-food-a-delicious-indian-
recipe-for-beriayani-en-roti-canai-called-on-table-and-acar-on-table-	Setup-image235015847.html	Estilo	de	Sri	Lankan	Caliente	Y	Picante	Biriyani	de	Pollo	Con	Menãº	Fijo.	-y-phecices-image69198742.html	cordero	y	albaricoque	biryani	con	patatas	dulces	cordero	y	albaricoque	biryani	con	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a	popular	Chicken	or	Biryani	based	on
the	Lamb	of	Hyderabad	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a	popular	chicken	or	Biryani	based	on	the	Hyderabadhttps	lamb:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.	com	/	photo-photo-Hyderabadi-Biryani-is-a-a-popular-Biry-o-mutton-Birsed-Biryani-from-23390699.html	Spicy	Hot	Mutton	Biryani	served	on	a	piece	of	brown	plate	of
Biryani	spicy	lamb	served	In	a	silver	brown,	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/shot-of-the-spicy-hot-mutton-biryan-served-in	-a-brown-plate-image-image454640429.html	Bombay	Chicken	Biryani-6	Bombay	Chicken	Biryani-	6https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-	photo-
bombay-chicken-biryani-6-84767450.html	Lamb	Biryani	flour	on	a	plate	at	the	table.	New,	Christmas	Dylhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-indian-biryani-withher-chicken-yogurt-and-spices	-in-a-plate-on-a-wooden-169049692.html	lamb	made	in	Casa	Biryani	served	with	Yogurt	Raita	Homemade
Lamb	Lamb	Biryani	served	with	yogurt	Raitahtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/homemade-mutton-lamb-biryaninerved-with-yogurt-raita-image451809283.html	Freece	Feat	Food	as	a	nice	gourmet	background	Greece	Food	as	nice	gourmethttps	background:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=
1https:	//www.alamy.com/greece-meat-food-as-nice-gourmet-background-image368889331.html	Tagine	with	traditional	Uzbek	pila.	Biryani	is	a	famous	vain	vegetable	spicy	dish	from	India.Hetps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-or-murgh-pulao-gleed	-Conrita-onion-anacardon-y-coriander-biryani-
is-a-famous-spicy-novegetarian-plat-off-	India-image440560437.html	Halal	Indian	Chicken	or	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	Raite	yogurt	on	white	background.	Biriyani	Mutton	Biriyani	Beef	Biriani	Share	Biriani	Pollav	and	Pildool	Pilaph	Pot	with	sealed	edges	with	flour	mass	to	slowly	cook	the	rice.	Year	new,	christmas	dylhttpps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-biryani-withher-chicken-yogurt-and-spices-in-a	-placa-on-a-wooden-table-new-year-christmas-dish	-	Image209739390.html	Lamb	and	Ausot	Biryani	with	potatoes	Sweet	Patatoes	Lamb	and	/?v=1	Biryani	is	a	rice	dish	Mixed	that	originates	between	the	Muslims	of	the	Indian
subcontinent.	Colombo,	Sri	Lanka.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/biryaniis-a-mixed-rice-dish-originating-among-	The	Muslims	of	India-Indian-subcontinent,	is	made,	with	Indian	spices,	rice,	rice	and	meat,	clay-biriyani	pots,	which-you-get	a-	kept	and	can-be-pidded-with-chicken-mutton-or-vegetarian-side-
side-side-including-pieapple-herved-frry-egg	-Special-Pickles-Raitha-AND-MINT-SAMBOL-ITS-TAKEAWAY-O-DELIVERY	AND	CAN-LANS-ORDER-PACKAGE	OF-4	A	14-PACKET-COLOMBO-SRI-LANKA-IMAGE432989168.html	a	lamb	plate	Biryani	On	a	table	a	plate	of	Lamb	Biryani	on	a	tablehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	-Table-
image365203941.html	Closeup	View	of	Delicious	Lamb	(lamb)	Biryani	with	mint	adorns	and	is	served	in	an	authentic	copper	tazon.	Selective	focus.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-erved-with-yogurt-	tomato-raita-over-white-background-focus-focus-
image359997180.html	Page	6	NAWABI	Food	Ãƒ	Â	¢	Ã	¢	Ã	¢	Ã	¢	Ã	¢	Â¬	â,	¬	mutton	curry	with	sauce.	Additional	side	dishes	include	pineapple,	boiled	fried	egg,	special	pickles,	Raitha	and	MTA	Samol.	Comida	de	Nawabi	â	¬¬¢	å	"Mutton	Curry	Con	Salsa.	Mutton	Biryani	Harina	en	un-plato	en	la	mesa.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=
1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-biryani-meal-in---------table-image437541526.html	Mutton	Biryani	Mutton	Biryanihtpps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/	?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-biryani-image240627214.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Cordero	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	Yogurt	Dip,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Kashmiri
Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	Yogurt	Dip	,	selective	focushttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-biryani-biryani-mutton-biryanerved-with-140910711.html	pollo	biryani	o	murgh	pulao.	DOF	superficial.	Alimento	indio	o
curry	indio	en	un-tazã³n	de	cuenco	de	cobre	de	lat³³n	con	pan	o	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or-sirviendo-in-a-cobre-sirviendo-in-a-cobre-sirviendo-bow-sirving-with-sirviendo--004497265.html	dum	Handi	muttonã¢	biryaniã	¢	O	Gosht	Pilaf	Se	Prepara	en	Una	Olla	de	Tierra	o	Arcilla
Llamaa	Haandi	O	1	Kilo	de	Tamaã	±	O.	Biriyani	de	estilo	sri	lankan	caliente	y	Picante	con	el	menãº	set.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/hot-style-chicken-bri-lankan	-style-chicken-biriyani-with-set-menu-menu-image442660150.html	Biryani	de	Carne	Casera	Servida	Con	Salsa	de	Yogur	de	Raita	,	Vista	en	la	Vista
Superior	de	Carne	de	Res	Hecha	en	Casa	Biryani	Servido	Con	Dip	Biryani	de	Yogurt	Raita,	Viewhtptptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-y	-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/homemade-beef-biryani-served-with-biryani-served-with-view-image237102678.html	Closeup	Tiro	del	Cordero	Cocinado	en	Salsa	Grueesa.	Indio	Tradiceal	Pollo	Cocido	Estilo.
Mutton	Biryani	Harina	en	un-plato	en	la	mesa.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	on-table-image453177891.html	Mutton	Biryani	Mutton	Mutton	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	Yogurt	dip,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido
con	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focushttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-biryani-mutton-biryani-biryanered-with-140913198.html	Pollo	Biryani	O	Murgh	Pulao.	Colombo,	Sri	Lanka.	Pulao	Basmati	Arroz,	Plato	de	Arroz	Mixto	Picante	Con	Carne	Chttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-spicy-indian-miryani-spicy-indian-mirtyani-biriyani-fish-and-arroz-pulao-basmati-arroz-mezclado-mezclado-	Mezclado-MezClado-	Plato-con	carne-c-image	40177799.html	Biryani	Polo	Arroz	Cocido	En	Estilo	¡¡rabe	Tayine	Con	Tradiceal	India	Food	Biryani	Chicken
Rice	Cocida	en	El	Estilo	¡¡rabe	Tajine	Con	Tradiceal	India	Foodhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-biryani-Chicken-Arroz-cocinado	en	ar	Rabe-ã	tree	Rabe-Tajine-con-tradicional-58685473.html	Pescado	del	Salmonete	Imagenes	de	Archivo	Pescado	Del	Salmonete	Del	Salã³n	de	Agua	Dulce
Imagenes	de	Archivo	Mulethtppps	de	Agua	DULCE:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/mullet-fish-stock-images-fresh-water-mullet-image465942276.html	Hyderabadi	Biryani	es	Un	Popular	Polo	O	Biryani	Basado	en	el	cordero	de	hyderabad	hyderabadi	Biryani	es	un	Popular	pollo	o	Biryani	con	sede	en	mutton.	DE
HYDERABADHTTS:	//www.alamy.com	/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	Biryani-de-23390872.html	Birmano	Myanmar	Cordero	Curry	en	Placa,	Camarones	Y	Sumergirse	en	el	fondo	burmese	myanmar	cordero	curry	en	Placa,	camarones	y	Sumergidos	en	BackgroundHTTS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com	Indian	food	on	a
white	background,	in	paper	utensils,	photo	for	Menútal	Food	India	on	a	white	white	In	paper	utensils,	photo	for	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-on-a-white-background-in-paper	-Tensils-photo-for-menu-image385794708.html	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper	tazon	Serving	an	oriental
eye,	chicken	steak	pieces	in	curry	sauce	ingredients	in	a	pan	with	old	Indian	food	table	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper	brain	portion.	Oriental	bowl,	pieces	of	chicken	fillet	in	ingredients	of	Curry	sauce	in	a	sail	with	old	tablehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-	or	-	Indian-Curry-In-A-Copper-Eastern-
Tazon-Tazon-on-Curry-Sauce-ingredients-in	-A-san-with-the-old-table-	image238788200.html	Basmati	rice	pilaf	with	pepper,	onion	poultry,	garlic	and	beef	Basmati	pilaf	with	pepper,	onion,	garlic	and	beefhtttpts	plums:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	LICENS-AND-PRICING	/?	v	=	1Https:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	basmati-rice-pilaf-with-pepper-onion-prUnes-garlic-
and-beef-image217060007.html	india	meal	menu	-	goat	Biryani	Butter	Chicken	Naan	Background	Indian	Menu	-	Goat	Biryani	Butter	Chicken	Naan	Backgroundhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-	Food-Menu-Goat-Biryani-Butter-Byick-Naan-Background-Image338079322.html	Indian	Chicken	Biryani
Extremely	Delicious	and	Spicy	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Biryani	Extremely	Delicious	And	Spicy	Chicken	BiryaniHTPTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-	prices	/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-chicken-biryani-nd-spicy-chicken-biryani-image442732357.html	Various	Indian	dishes	on	a	table.	Horizontal	popular	lamb	vástillo	Baked	Yemeni	served
with	basmati	rice	closeup	in	a	pan	at	the	table.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Copper	Service	Tazon	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	-Dián-curry-in-a-cobre-sirviendo-bowl-140327990.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	Biryani	¢	o	Pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	dirt	or	clay	pot	called	HAAND	or	1	KILO	of	size.	Near	the	boss	Biryton
Biryani	spicy	and	delicious	lamb	Biryani.	Fish	Biryani	Mutton	Biryani	Beef	Biryani	Veg	Biryani	Pulv	or	Pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-biriyani-with-basmati	-rice-indian-food-food-fish-Biryani-Mutton-Biryani-Beef-Biryani-Veg-Biryani-Pulv-Or-	Pilaf-image383384659.html	homemade
corristro	Pulao,	a	rice	preparation	of	a	pot	in	Ghee	with	onions,	green	chutney	and	whole	spices.	Hyderabadi	Mutton	Biryani	is	an	Indian	dish	Hyderabadi	Biryani	made	with	Basmati	rice	and	lamb	meat.Hetps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-	Hyderabadi-Mutton-Biryani-is-A-Indian-Hyderabadi-
Biryani-made	-	51033612.html	Indian	or	Pakistani.	Awadhi	and	Delhi	Mughlai	Kebabs,	North	Indian	and	Awadhi	Kitchen.Hetps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/awadhi-nd-delhi-ghla-kebabs	-north-indian-and-awadhi-kitchen-image353219479.html	East	Pilaf	Pilafhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	v
=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-	oriental-pilaf-82760834.html	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	in	Basmati	rice	served	with	Yogurt	Bigor	on	bad	mood	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	the	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	fall	on	Moody	background,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses	&	Prices	/?	V	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-r-served-with-yoyogur-dip-over-moody-background-elective-focus	-image432539805.html	Indian	style	cheese	Cottage	Vegetarian	curry	dish.	Domesticated	Southwest	Southwest	Goat	EgaGRus	and	Eastern	Europe.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/the-domestic-goat-or-	y	Oriental-Europe-Image361454247.html	Oriental-Europe-Image361454247.html	Makbus	al-Thahera,	traditional	food	in	the	Arabic	region.	This	type	of	food	is	too	tasty	and	delicious.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-
muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-or-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433254877.html	Indian	Food	Or	Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Bowl	Tazon	with	Bread	or	Roti.	Indian-style	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Copper	lathing	Tazon.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:
//www.alamy.com/indian-style-food-or-indian	-curry-in-a-copper-brass-bowl-image354796806.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	Pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	Earth	or	clay	pot	called	HAANDI	or	1	KIL	OF	SIZE.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-
muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-indian-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433254885.html	Indian	Food	Or	Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Porción	Tazon.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Copper	Service	Tazon	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-
photo-Indian-food-or	-endian-curry-in-a-copper-serving-Tazon-Tazon-140327864.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	Pilaf	It	is	prepared	in	a	pot	or	clay	called	haandi	or	1	kilo	of	size.	Uzbek	Plov	-Central	Asian	cuisinehtptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-buhara-pilav-tarif-zbek-plov-
central-cuisine-130589186.html	delicious	chicken	biriyani	delicious	chicken	biriyanihtptps:	//www.alamy.com	/	Licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-chicken-biriyani-image274543767.html	Uzbeka	pilaf.	Biryani,	Pakistan.	Basmati	pulao	rice,	spicy	mixed	rice	dish	with	Biryani	Mutton	Rice	with	traditional	Biryani	Mutton	Rice
background	with	traditionalhttps	background:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-biryani-mutton-rice-	with	traditional	background-56173772.html	Lamb	and	apricot	Biryani	with	sweet	potatoes	-	AÃ	©	rea	lamb	and	apricot	Biryani	with	Sweet	potatoes	-	Viewhttps	Overhead:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-
and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	/	/ww.alamy.com/lamb-and-apricot-biryani-with-sweet-potatoes-ovehead-view-image363672083.html	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a	popular	chicken	or	Biryani	based	on	the	lamb	of	Hyderabad	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	A	popular	chicken	or	Biryani	based	on	lambs	from	Hyderabadhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=
1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-hyderabadi-piryani-a-a-popular-chicken-or-mutton-	based-biryani-from-23390743.html	Burmese	Myanmar	Curry	curry	on	plate,	shrimp	and	submerged	in	Burmese	Myanmar	Lamb	Curry	Burmese	Background,	Shrimp	and	Dip	on	Backgroundhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricin	g	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/burmese-myanmar-lamb-curry-in-plate-shrimp-and-dip-in-background-image271916647.html	Bombay	Chicken	Biryani-4	Bombay	Chicken	Biryani-4Httpts:	//	www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-bombay-chicken-biryani-4-84767478.html	Lamb	Biryani	flour	in	a	table	container.	Selective
focus.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-served-with-yogurt-	tomato-raita-y-achar-white-background-focus-focus-focus-image370913074.	HTML	Indian	beef	Biryani	in	clay	pot	Indian	Beef	Biryani	at	Clay	Pottps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:
//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-Indian-beef-Biryani-in-clay-pot-112461435.html	Curry	Chicken	or	Curry	Mutton	Curry	Chicken	or	Curry	Muttonhttps:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses-	and	-Pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	Calcutta	Mutton	Biryani	-	mixed	mixed	rice	dish	Mutton	Biryani	-	Mixed	Rice	Dishhttptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:
//www.alamy.com/calcutta-mutton-biryAnixed-rice-dish-image180363790.html	Biryani	container	cube,	black	pot	of	Biryani	with	white	background.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-ynian-curry-in-a-copper-bowl-sirding-
bowl-with-pan-o-roti-image354504871.html	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Indian	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	with	some	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	focus	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Lamb	Rogan	Rogan	Josh	with	some	condiments,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	FochusttPts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	V	=
1httpts:	//www.alamy.com/	Stock-image-mutton-masala-or-masala-gosht-o-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with-some-166366595.html	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Copper	Tazon	that	serves	with	bread	or	Roti.	Kadai	Paneer	-	Traditional	Indian	Foodhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-cottage-cheese-
vegetarian-curry-dish-kada-	paneer-traditional-indian-food-food-image355578058.html	East	Pilaf	Tuzbeka	Kitchen	-	Kitchen	Asian	Eastern	Antique	East	Tica	Pilaf	Cuisine	-	Asian	Cocolatra	cuisinehtptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	/	/ww.alamy.com/stock-photo-oriental-pilaf-uzbek-cuisine-central-asian-cuisine-78665708.html
Yakhni	Pulao	Yakhni	PulaOhtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-	PRICING	/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-yakhni-pulao-103270577.html	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	launch	on	Moody	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	rice	Basmati	served	with	yogurt.	Moody	background,
selective	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	lamb	curry	meat	dish	or	meat	dish	Indian	or	Mutton	CurryHtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-	or-mutton-cortry-image354149753.html	oriental	kitchen	Pilaf	.uzbeka	-	Asian	cuisine	Eastern	Central	Pilaf	.uzbek	kitchen	TICA:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-
and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	stock-photo-oriental-pilaf-uzbek-cuisine-central-asian-cuisine-78663101.html	yakhni	pulao	yakhni	pulaohttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-	PRICING	/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-yakhni-pulao-103270642.html	Style	Gosht	or	Mutton	Biryani	or	Pulao	packaged	for	delivery	at	home	in
plastic	box	or	container	with	Raita	and	Salan	Restaurant	Style	Gosht	or	Mutton	Biryani	or	Pulao	packaged	for	home	delivery	in	plastic	box	or	container	with	RAITA	and	SALANHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/Restaurant-Style-Gosht-or-mutton-Biryani	-O	-	Pulao-Packed-Packed-Party-Delivery-in-Box-OR-C
Ontiner-With-Raita-	AND-SALAN-IMAGE365156984.html	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	lamb	curry	meat	dish	or	Indian	meat	dish	or	Mutton	CurryTtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	indian-style-meat-plate-o-mutton-curry-image354149712.html	oriental	pilaf	.uzbek	kitchen	-Pentral	Asian	cuisine	TICA:
//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-price	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-oriental-pilaf-uzbek-cuisine-central-asian-cuisine-78663095.html	Yakhni	Pulao	Yakhni	PulaOHTPS:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-yakhni-pulao-103287845.html	Style	Style	Gosht	or	Mutton	Biryani	or	Pulao
packaged	for	delivery	at	home	in	plastic	box	or	container	with	Raita	and	Salan	Restaurant	Style	Gosht	O.	Biryani	or	Pulao	packaged	for	delivery	at	home	in	plastic	box	or	container	with	RAITA	Y	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	lamb	curry	meat	dish	or	meat	dish	Indian	or	Mutton	CurryHtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-	or-mutton-cortry-image354149959.html	oriental	cuisine	PILAF	.UZBEKA	-	Asian	East	Asian	cuisine	Pilaf	cuisine	-woman	/ww.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	stock-photo-oriental-pilaf-uzbek-cuisine-center-asian-cuisine-78661016.html	yakhni	pulao	yakhni	pulaohttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-yakhni-pulao-103287880.html	Style	Gosht	or	Mutton	Biryani	or	Pulao	packaged	for	home	delivery	in	plastic	box	or	container	with	RAITA	and	SALAN	RESTAENT	STYLE	Gosht	or	Mutton	Biryani	or	Pulao	packaged	for	home	delivery	in	plastic	box	or	container	with
RAITA	and	SALANHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/Restaurant-Style-Gosht-or-mutton-Biryani	-O	-	Pulao-Packed-Packed-Party-Delivery-in-Box-OR-C	Ontiner-With-Raita-	AND-SALAN-IMAGE365156880.html	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Indian	lamb	curry	meat	dish	or	Indian	meat	dish	or	MUTTON
CURRYHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	indian-style-feet-plate-o-mutton-curry-image354149990.html	Tacik	Pilavi.	Uzbek	Plov	-Central	Asian	cuisinehtptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-buhara-pilav-tarif-zbek-plov-central	asian-cuisine-
130588913.html	delicious	chicken	biriyani	delicious	chicken	biriyanihttpps:	//www.alamy.com	/	Licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-chicken-biriyaniiimage274552802.html	Uzbeka	Pilaf.	This	type	of	food	is	too	tasty	and	delicious	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/nawabiod-
chicken-roast-withher-gravy	Food-Son-Son-Too-Flavurful-and-Delicious-Image352511739.html	Meat	Plate	India	The	Curry	India	Meat	Plate	Cordero.	Cordero.	Yahkni	Mutton	Pulao,	Awadhi	cuisine,	traditional	classified	Indian	dishes,	top	view.	Nawabi	Food	-	Bowl	of	Ferni	created	by	milk	and	the	best	Rice.https	quality:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-
pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/nawabiod-bowl-of	-ferni-created	by	milk	by	milk	and	the	best	quality-color-image332510392.html	meat	plate	Indian	style	meat	or	plate	of	Indian	Curry	Meat	Or	Indian	Meat	Dish	or	Mutton	CurryTtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-
image354151015.html	Yahkni	Mutton	Pulao,	AWADHI	cuisine,	traditional	classified	Indian	dishes,	top	view.	Close-up	shot	of	lamb	cooked	in	thick	sauce.	Chicken	cooked	Indian	style	traditional.Hetps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/closeup-shot-of-	mutton-cooked	in	thick-thick-gravyTraditional-Indian-Chicken-
Gallin-image454361587.html	Various	Indian	dishes	on	a	table.	Biryani	is	a	famous	dish	of	India.	Pulao	Basmati	Rice,	spicy	mixed	rice	dish	with	chttps	meat:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-Biryani-spicy-Indian-Malabar-Biryani	-O-Hydrabadi-Biryani-dum-Biriyani-Fish-and-rice-pulao-basmati-rice-spicy-
mixed-	dish-plate	with	meat-c-image402017871.html	Biryani	chicken	rice	cooked	in	Tajine	style	with	traditional	Indian	Food	Biryani	Chicken	Rice	cooked	in	Tajine	style	with	traditional	India	Foodhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-pricing	/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-biryani-chicken-	rice-cooked	in	Ã	rabe-Ã	rabe-tajine-con-tradition-
58547330.html	Fish	Salmonte	Stock	Images	Freshwater	mullet	Salmonte	fish	Stock	Images	Fresh	water	mullethtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/mullet-fish-stock-images-fresh-water-mullet-image465942282.html	Biryani	is	a	popular	chicken	or	Biryani	based	on	the	Lamb	of	Hyderabad	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a
popular	chicken	or	Biryani	based	on	lambs	from	from	Burmese	Myanmar	Curry	Curry	on	Burmese	Plate	Myanmar	Lamb	Curry	on	platehtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/burmese-myanmar-lamb-curry-in-	plate-image271916579.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	in	paper	utensils,	photo	for	Indian	food
menu	on	a	white	background,	in	Paper	Utensils,	Photo	for	Menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-on-a-wwite-background-in-paper-iTensils-Photo-FOR-MENU-IMAGE385794679.html	Indian	Earring	Or	Curry	In	an	Oriental	Copper	Tazon	Brain,	chicken	fillet	pieces	in	curry	sauce	ingredients	in	a
pan	with	old	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	an	oriental	copper	brain	serving,	chicken	fillet	pieces	in	sauce	ingredients	of	curry	in	a	sarlet	with	the	old	table:	//www.alamy	.com	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or-indian-curry-in-a-copper-brass-serving-oriental-bowl-pieces-	chicken-filet-in-curry-sauce-ingredients-	IN-A-
PAN-WITH-THE-OLD-TAB	LE-IMAGE238788224.html	Delicious	Kerala	Biriyani	-Closeup	Kerala	Biriyani	-CloseUphtytps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-kerala-biriyani-closeup	-image244700341.html	Food	Menu	India	-	Goat	Biryani	Butter	Chicken	Naan	Background	Indian	Menu	-	Goat	Biryani	Butter
Chicken	Naan	Backgroundhttps:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	LICENS-AND-PRICING	/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	Indian-Harina-Menu-Goat-Biryani-butter-martil-naan-background-image338079332.html	Extremely	Delicious	Chicken	Biryani	Biryanihtptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/Extremely-Delicious-
and-Spicy-chicken-BiryAni-Image442732572.html	Various	Indian	dishes	on	a	table.	Lamb	meat	with	rice	Bulgur	Meat	Pilav	or	Pilaf	Lamb	with	Bulgur	Rice	Pilav	or	Pilafhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/lamb-meat-with-	bulgur-rice-pilav-or-pilaf-image180059619.html	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a	popular	Chicken
or	Biryani	based	in	Mutton	from	Hyderabad	Hyderabadi	Biryani	is	a	popular	Chicken	or	Biryani	based	on	the	Lamb	of	Hyderabadhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and	prices	/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-hyderabadi-piryani-popular-chicken-or-mutton-bed-biryani-23390647.html	gosht	motia	pulao	gosht	motia	pulaohttps:	//	www.
alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/gost-motia-pulao-image245257142.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	in	paper	utensils,	photo	for	indian	menu	food	on	a	white	background,	in	paper	utensils,	photo	for	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-foodlet-a	-bwite-
background-in-in-in-paper-utensils-photo-para-menu-image385794701.html	Thailand	chicken	Biryani	or	Yellow	Curry	Rice	Special	Occasions	Event	Serves	on	Chicken	Thailand	Thailand	Pakistanã	Thailand	or	Rice	Yellow	Rice	Special	Event	Serve	at	Thai	Pakistani	Indianhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy	.com	/
stock-photo-Thai-Chicken-Biryani-o-Yellow-Curry-Rice-Occups-Occasons-Event-127663177.html	Hot	and	Spicy	Sri	Lankan	Style	Chicken	Biriyani.	Halal	Indian	Chicken	or	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	Yogurt	Tomato	Raita	and	Ahar.	Vertical	hanea	Preparation	of	delicious	lamb	Yemeni	served	with	rice	close-up	in	the	table	on	the	table.	Indian	food	or
Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-Dian-curry-in-a-copper-serving-serving-with	pan-o-roti-image354503760.html	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Indian	Lamb	Josh	C.	Condiment,	served	with	Naan	The	Roti,	Selective	Focus	Mutton
Masaala	Masaala	Masaala	or	the	Indian	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	with	some	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	Focushttptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton	-esala-o-masala-gosht-o-indian-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with-some-166365879.html	Indian	food	or	curry	Indian	In	a	bowl	of	copper
bowl	with	bread	or	roti.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Copper	Service	Tazon	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-Indian-food-or	-endian-curry-in-a-copper-serving-BowL-140328494.html	Uzbek	Khorezm	pilaf,	traditional	assorted	dishes,	view	from	above	.	Nawabi	Food	-	Bowl	of	Ferni	created	by
milk	and	the	best	Rice.https	quality:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/nawabiod-bowl-of	-ferni-created	by	milk	by	milk	and	the	best	quality-rice-image33510449.html	Indian	meat	dish	or	indian	curry	meat	dish	or	Mutton	CurryTtPts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-
meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-image355364314.html	Yahkni	Mutton	Pulao,	Awadhi	cuisine,	traditional	assorted	dishes,	view	from	above.	Lamb	Food	Biryani	in	a	Tazon	in	Table.Https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/lamb-biryani-meal-in-a-bowl-	on-table-image366820463.html	Biryani	Goat	Meat	Biryani	Goat
Meeathttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-	PRICING	/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-biryani-goat-meat	-169107968.html	Indian	food	menu	-	goat	Biryani	Butter	Chicken	Background	Naan	Fund	Indian	Menu	-	Goat	Biryani	Butter	Chicken	Naan	Backgroundhttps:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	licenses-and-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.
COM	/	INDIAN-HARINE-MENU-GOAT-BIRYANI-butter-martil-naan-background-image338078994.html	Bired	Biryani	with	green	meat	chutney	Biryani	with	green	chutneyhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	Kolkata	style	famous	and	delicious	Biryani.	Indian	style	food	or	Indian	curry	A	Copper.https	Brass	Tazon:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-food-or-indian-curry-in-a-	copre-brass-bowl-image354796674.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	Pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	Earth	or	clay	pot	called	HAANDI	or	1	KIL	OF	SIZE.	Kadai	Paneer	-	Traditional	Indian	Foodhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-
pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-cottage-cheese-vegetarian-curry-dish-kada-	paneer-traditional-indian-food-image355576191.html	oriental	uzbek	pilaf.	Ahead	view	from	the	top	of	the	delicious	lamb	(Lamb)	Biryani	served	in	authilled	copper	utensils	with	traditional	sides.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/	Stock-Photo-Overhead-view-view-of-the-top-of-Delicious-Mutton-Lamb-Biryani-served-87302167.html	cooks	rice	and	meat	over	Carbon	and	wood	in	the	park,	Dubai,	UAE	cooking	rice	and	meat	over	carbon	and	wood	in	the	park,	Dubai,	Uaehtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-
cooking-rice-and-meat	-over-the-charcoal-and-wood-in-the-park-dubaiuae-126702598.html	Biryani	Goat	Meat	Biryani	Goat	MeathTps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//	www.alamy.com/stock-image-biryani-goat-meat-169107893.html	Indian	Veg	Non	Veg	Meal	Thali	-	Mutton	Biryani,	Raita,	Malai	Kofta,	Basmati	Rice,	And	Gulab
Jamun,	Selective	Focus	Indian	VEG	NON	VEG	Meal	Thali	-	Mutton	Biryani,	Raita,	Malai	Kofta,	Basmati	Rice	and	Gulab	Jamun,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-price	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-veg-non-veg-veeal-Thali-mutton-Biryani-RaMalai-kofta-basmati-kon-gulab-jamun-	selective-focus-image451809334.	HTML	egg
Biryani	flour	on	a	plate	on	the	table.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	tazon	of	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	Mutton	Masala	O	Masala	Gosht	o	lamb	rogan	josh	con	algãºn	condimento,	servido	con	naan	o	roti,	enfoque	selectivo	mutton,	enfoque	selectivo	mutton	masaala	o	masala	gosht	o	lamb	rogan	josh	con	algunos	condimentos,	servidos	con	naan	o
roti,	selective	focushtptpts:	//www.alamy	.com	/	licencias	y	precios	/?	v	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton-masala-masala-mutton-masala-masala-mutton-withian-some-	166366643.html	alimento	Indio	O	Curry	Indio	En	Uni	tazã³n	de	cuenco	de	cobre	con	pan	o	roti.	Verticalhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/haneeth-delicioy-yemeni-preparation-of-lamb-served	-with-rice-closeup-in	-l	pan-on-the-table-vertic-vertic-image395102514.html	Nawabi	Food	â	¢	¢	¢,	Â¬¬¬	â	€	¬	Mutton	Curry	Con	Salsa	Picante	India	Malabar	Biryani	O	Hydrabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani,	Pescado	Y	Arroz.	Popular	indio	no	Vegetariano	FOODTTTPTS:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gosht-pilaf-is-prepared-in-arthen-O-Clay-Pot-llamado-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image	433255018.html	Alimento	Indio	O	Curry	Indio	En	Uni	Taz³³n	de	Porci³n	de	Cobre	Con	Pan	O	Roti	Es	para	llevar	o	la	entrega,	y	SE
Puede	Solicitar	De	4	Paquetes.	Este	Tipo	de	Alimentos	Son	Demasiado	Sabrosos	y	deliciosos	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/nawabi-food-chicken-cabi-wither-gravy	-estã¡-tipos	de	alimentos-of-food-too-flovurful-and-delicious-image352511862.html	Plato	de	Carne	india	o	plato	de	carne	de	curry	indio	o
mutton	curryhtptpptptptpp:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-image355363473.html	Cocina	Pakistanã,	Scheherazade	Biryani	-	Platos	Tradiceales	Surtidos,	Vista	Desde	Arriba.	Conjunto	de	indios	diferentes	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido
Con	Yogurt	dip,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	con	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focushttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-biron-gosht-kashmiri-biryani-biryani-biryani-mutton-biryanered-with-140909765.html	Comida	Asiã¡tica	Carne	Y
Verduras	Comida	Asiã¡tica	Comida	Y	Vegetableshttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	pollo	frito	polo	pollo	frito	ricehtpts:	/	/	www	.alamy.com	/	licencias	y	precios	/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-fried-rice-image434227248.html	Nawabi	Food	â	€	¬	â	¬	¢	¢	¢	¢	¬¬¬,	â¬	¬	Mutton	Curry	Con	Salsa.	Food	India	Biryani	Rice,
Cordero	Curry,	Chapatti,	Tã	©	de	Leche	Y	Dal.	Cocina	asi¡tica	central:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-pilaf-oriental-uzbek-pilaf-central-asian-cuisine-82691589.html	tacik	pilavi	tacik	pilavihtptptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/	?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-tacik-tacik-pilavi-fpoto-tacik-
tacik-pilavi-fhtml	indian	mutton	Biryani	Preparado	en	El	Arroz	Basmati	Servido	Con	la	Caădo	de	Yogur	Sobre	Fondo	De	Mal	Humor,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Preparado	en	El	Arroz	Basmati	Servido	Con	Yogur	Dip	Sobre	Fondo	de	Moody,	Selectivo	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//	www	.Alamy.com	/
Indian-Biry-Biryani-Preparado-Preparado-en-Basmati-preparado-en-Basmati-arroz-servido-with-yogurt-hip-sobre-moody-background-selective-focus-focus-image432539342.	HTML	Cheese	Cheese	Cheese	Curry	Vegetariano	Vegetariano	Plato	de	Curry.	Hyderabadi	Mutton	Biryani	es	Unly	Plato	Indio	Hyderabadi	Biryani	Hecho	Con	Arroz	Basmati	Y	Carne
De	Cordero.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-	Delicious	Mutton	Biryani	served	in	black	pot	with	Raita.	Chiken	Tandoori	vector	icon	cartoon	for	isolated	web	designer	isolated	Icono	de	fondo	blanco	tandoori	chiken.	Fish	Biryani	Mutton	Biryani	Beef	Biryani	Veg	Biryani	Pulav	O	Pilaf	.https:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-biriyani-with-basmati-grice-indian-food-feed-biryani-food-feed-biryani-mutton-biryani-beef-biryani-veg-biryani-pulav-or-	Pilaf-image383394577.html	mutton	biriyani	dentro	de	la	olla	abierta	despuã	©	romper	los	bordes	sellados.	Cocina	Pakistanã,	Platos
Clasificadados	Tradicionales,	Vista	Superior.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/pakistani-sineine-ditional-assorted-dishes-top	-view-image188657450.html	delicioso	polo	Biriyani	Delicioso	Pollo	Biriyanihtptptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/	?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-chicken-biriyani-
image274534981.html	pollo	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Bowl	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	PakistÃ¡n	Basmati	Arroz	Eid	Pollo	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Bowl	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistã¡n	Basmati	Arroz	Eidhttps:	//www.alamy.	Com	/	Y
Licencias	Y	Precios	/?	v	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-spicy-indian-biryani-biryani-yderabadi-biryani-dum-biriyani-biryani-bowl-kistanindia	-sri-lanka-pakistan-basmati-	lanka-pakistan-basmati-	Arroz-eid-image438015482.HTML	Buhara	Pilavãƒ	"â	±	Tarifi	Buhara	Pilavã	£"	Â	±	Tarifihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//
www.a	lamy.com/stock-photo-buhara-pilav-tarifi-207171807.html	Mutton	Biryani	Preparado	en	El	Arroz	Basmati	Servido	Con	la	Caăda	del	Yogur	Sobre	El	Fondo	de	Moody,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Preparado	en	el	arroz	basmati	servido	con	la	caãda	del	yogur	sobre	fondo	de	mal	humor,	selectivo	focusushttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-mice-served-with-yogurt-dip	-aover-moody-background-selective	-aver-moody-background-selective-focus-image432538536.html	Food	Ãƒ	â	€	¢	Ã	¢	Ã	Ã	Ã	¢,	â¬ã,	â,	¬	å	"Roasted	chicken	with	sauce.	Asian	central	central	KHOREZM	PLOV
KHOREZM	PLOVHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/khorezm-plov-image217444900.html	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	on	bad	mood	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	Basmati	rice	served	with	DIP	yogurt	About	Moody	Fund,	Selective
FocushTps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com	/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-served-with-yogurt-dip-over-moody-background-select-focus-image432538630.html	Indian	style	cheese	Curry	country	house	Vegetarian	course	curry.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or
roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-Dian-curry-in-a-copper-bowl-sirving-syring-with-bread-or-roti-image354497996.html	Dum	Handi	Muttonã	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	ground	or	clay	pot	called	HAAND	or	1	KILO	of	size.	A	dish	cooked	with	spices	in	layers	between	ghee
rice	with	a	ghee	with	a	generous	sprinkle	of	caramelized	onions	and	Mutton	Marinatedhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton	-Biryani-A-cooked	-	Cooked	dishes	with	spices-layers-Layers:	Rice-Ghee-Rice-with-a-generous-Sprinkle-of-Caramelized-Ceabous-	AND-MUTTON-MARINATED-
IMAGE417728209.HTML	Calcutta	Mutton	Biryani	Calcutta	Mutton	Biryanihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/calcutta-mutton-biryani-image217444941.html	Mutton	Biryani	at	an	Indian	restaurant	in	Bangkok,	Thailand	Mutton	Biryani	at	an	Indian	restaurant	in	Bangkok,	Thailandhttps:	//www.alamy.com/
Licenses-and-pricing	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mutton-biryaniin-an	-nian-restaurant-in-bangkok-thailand-53279154.html	Hyderabadi	Mutton	Biryani	is	an	Indian	dish	Hyderabadi	Biryani	made	with	Basmati	rice	and	meat	of	lamb.	Kadai	Paneer	-	traditional	traditional	Oriental	uzbek	pilaf.	Fish	Biryani	Mutton	Biryani	Beef	Biryani	Veg
Biryani	Pulav	O	Pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-biriyani-with-basmati-rice-rice-food-fish-biryani-mutton-biryani-beef-biryani-veg-biryani-pulav-or-	Pilaf-image38394820.html	mutton	biryani.	Enfoque	Selectivo	Gosht	O	Lamb	Biryani	Preparado	en	El	Arroz	Basmati	Servido	Con	El
Lanzamiento	de	Yogur	en	Un-Tazãã³n	de	Terracota.	Selective	fochusttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/gosht-or-lamb-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-mice-served-with-yogurt-dip-in-terracotta-bowl-selective-focus-image401953614.html	halal	Indian	Chicken	o	Mutton	Biryani.	Fish	Biryani	Mutton	Biryani	Beef
Biryani	Veg	Biryani	Pulav	O	Pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-biriyani-with-basmati-rice-indian-food-fode-biryani-food-fish-biryani-mutton-biryani-beef-biryani-veg-biryani-pulav-or-	Pilaf-image	3833383066.html	Coriander	Hommad	Pulao,	Una	Preparaci³n	de	Arroz	de	Una	Olla	en	Ghee
Con	Cebollas,	Chutney	Verde	Y	especias	Entras.	Unbla	cocinado	con	especias	en	Capas	Entre	Arroz	Ghee	Con	Un	Ghee	Con	Un	Generoso	Espolvoree	de	Cebollas	Caramelizadas	Y	mutton	Marinathttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton	-biryani-a-cocida	a	plato	con	especias-capas	de	capas,	de	ligeramente
especiadas-ghee-rice-with-a-generoso-sprink-of-a-generoso-sprink-of-caramelized-cebous-	And-mutton-marinated-image417728205.html	Calcuta	Mutton	Biryani	Calcuta	Mutton	Biryanihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/calcutta-biryani-image217395726.html	hyderbadi	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	en	Unflo	Hyderbadi
Mutton	Biryani	Servido	En	Unn	Platehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/	?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/hyderbadi-in-biryanered-in-a-----Ilate-Image370052846.html	Hyderabadi	Mutton	Biryani	es	Unly	Plato	Indio	Biryani	made	with	Basmati	rice	and	lamb	meat.	People	Indian	Non	Vegetarian	Vegetarian	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper



service	tazon.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-vegetarian-food-image433254882.html	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper	bowl	with	bread	or
roti.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Copper	Service	Tazon	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-Indian-food-or	-endian-curry-in-a-copper-bowl-syntrding-bowl-140328017.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	pilaf	It	is	prepared	in	a	pot	or	clay	called	haandi	or	1	kilo	of	size.	Popular
Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non	Vegetarian-Food-image433254930.html	Indian	Food	Or	Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Service	Tazon.	Afghani	Pulao,	Afghani
Uisine,	Central	Asia	Traditional	classified	dishes,	top	view.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/afghani-pulao-afghani-	uisine-central-asia-traditional-assortment-plates-view-view-view-image234779524.html	delicious	chicken	Biriyani	delicious	chicken	BiriyaniHTPTPS:	//	www.	alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?
v	=	1https:	//www.alamy	.com	/	delicious-chicken-biriyani-image274529390.html	chicken	biriani	spicy	indian	indian	malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Tazon	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Rice	Eid	Chicken	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Tazon	Kerala	India
Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Rice	Uzbek	pilaf.	Pulao	Basmati	rice,	spicy	mixed	rice	dish	with	Biryani	meat	chicken.	India	Foodthttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/north-indian-lamb-biryaniindia-food-image67214489.html	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Asian	Rice	Food	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Asian	Rice	Mealhtptps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryaniindian-asian-rice-meal-image362120134.html	Indian	food	Tikka	Biryani	in	a	Metal	Tazon	Indian	food	Lamb	Tikka	Biryani	on	a	Bowlhttps	metal:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-	indian-food-lamb-tikka-biryani-
in-a-metal-bowl-100214027.html	closeup	view	from	top	of	delicious	lamb	(lamb)	Biryani	Decorated	with	tomato	and	mint	cass.	Uzbek	Plov:	Central	Asian	cuisine	Buhara	Pilavãƒ	"Ã	¢	Â	±	rate.	A	dish	cooked	with	layers	between	rice	Ghee	with	a	ghee	with	a	generous	sprinkle	of	caramelized	onions	and	Mutton	Marinatedhttps:	//www.alamy.com/
Licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/mutton	-Biryani-a-cooked	to	dishes	with	spices	with	layers	in	layers,	slightly	spicy-ghee-rice-with-a-generous-sprinkle	-of-caramelized-ceoous-and-mutton-marinated-image458961025.html	mutton	biriyani	mutton	biriyanihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/mutton-	Biriyani-image264924654.html	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Asian	Rice	Food	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Indian	Rice	Mealhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	-Biryani-Inni-Asian-Rice-Meal-image362120197.html	Famous	Haji	Biriyani,	Dhaka,	Bangladesh	Famous	Haji	Biriyani,	Dhaka,	Bangladeshhtttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//	www.alamy.com/famous-haji-biriyani-dha.	ka-bangladesh-image150293653.html	closeup	view	of	delicious	lamb	(lamb),	Biryani,	decorated	with	Peel	and	mint.	Mutton	Biryani	flour	on	a	plate	in	Delicious	delicious	delicious	delicious	biriyani	on	yellow	plate	isolated	on	black	background.	Indian	food
or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-Dian-curry-in-a-copper-Bowl-Sirving-Sirving-with-pan-Or-Roti-image354501211.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	O	Gosht	pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	ground	or	clay	pot	called	HAANDI	or	1	KILO	of
size.	Hyderabadi	Mutton	Biryani	is	an	Indian	dish	Hyderabadi	Biryani	made	with	Basmati	rice	and	lamb	meat.Hetps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-	Hyderabadi-Mutton-Biryani-is-A-Indian-Hyderabadi-Biryani-Spell-Made-51033651.html	Delicious	Mutton	Biryani	served	in	black	pot	with	Raita.
Close-up	view	of	the	delicious	lamb	(Lamb)	Biryani	decorated	with	tomato	cassing,	cilantro	and	lemon	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo	-Class-view-of-delicious-lamb-cordero-Biryani-Garabato-con-tomato-73763062.html	Biryani	Traditional	-	Indian	Mughalai	Food	Traditional	Biryani	-	Indian
Mughalai	FOODHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing	/?v=1	A	Biryani	seller	serving	chicken	Biryani	of	his	pot	in	Kannaux,	Uttar	Pradesh,	India.	A	dish	cooked	with	spices	in	layers	between	ghee	rice	with	a	ghee	with	a	generous	sprinkle	of	caramelized	onions	and	Mutton	Marinatedhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/mutton	-Biryani-a-cooked	plates	with	spices-layers	of	layers,	similar	to	an	air	conditioning,	with	an	a-a-generous-sprinkling	of	caramelized-onion-y-mutton	-Marinated-image417728142.html	Calcutta	Mutton	Biryani	Calcutta	Mutton	Biryanihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	Mutton	Biryani	at	an	Indian
restaurant	in	Bangkok,	Thailand	Mutton	Biryani	in	an	Indian	Indian	restaurant	Bangkok,	Tailandhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mutton-biryaniin-an-indian-restaurant-in-bangkok	-thailand-55018271.html	Hyderabadi	Mutton	Biryani	is	an	Indian	dish	Hyderabadi	Biryani	made	with	Basmati	rice
and	meat	of	lamb.	Pepper	of	Manã	and	Chile.	Several	Indian	dishes	on	a	table.	Yahkni	Mutton	Pulao,	Awadhi	cuisine,	Traditional	classified	Indian	dishes,	top	view.Hetries:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/yahkni-mutton-pulao-	awadhi-cuisine-cuisine	-	traditional-assortment-dishes-top	view-top-
image347545401.html	Delicious	chicken	Biriyani	delicious	chicken	BiriyaniHTPTPS:	//	www.	alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy	.com	/	delicious-chicken-biriyani-image274564327.html	Indian	Indian	Indian	Food	Indian	Salad	Salad	India	Green	Food	Curry	Lamb	and	Jam	Saladhttps:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	LICENS-AND-PRICING
/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/tradational-indian-food-green-curry-lamb-and-jam-salad-image383670217.html	chicken	biryani	spicy	indian	malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Tazon	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Rice	Eid	Chicken	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao
Golden	Bowl	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Rice	Eidhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pric	ing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-spicy-indian-malabar-biryani-yderabad-biryani-golden-bowl-	kerla-dia-sri-lanka-pakistan	-basmati-	Rice-Eid-image438015645.html	Lamb	Meat	with	Bulgur	Rice	Pilav	or	Pilaf	Lamb	Meat	with
Bulgur	Rice	Pilav	or	Pilafhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//	www.	Alamy.com/lamb-meat-with-bulgur-rice-pilav-or-pilaf-image180018824.html	Kerala	Biryani	is	a	plate	of	rice	made	with	fried	chicken	/	lamb	and	kerala	spices.	Kerala	Biryani	style	is	a	plate	of	rice	made	with	fried	chicken.	/	Mutton	and	Kerala	Kerala
Domatesli	Pilav	Domatesli	Pilavhtts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-Ploto-domatesli-pilav-93496090.html	Oriental	Shah	Pilaf,	Pilaw,	Plov,	Arroz	Con	Carne	en	Pastelerãa	Filo,	Delicioso	Plato	Picante	Fragante	Oriental	Shah	Pilaf,	Pedaw,	Plov,	Pedaw,	Plov,	Arroz	con	carne	en	pastely	filo,	deliciosos	fragant
fragant	spicy	dylhhtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-pilaf-oriental-shah-pilaf-oriental-shaf-with-meat-in-pastry-filo-delicious-in-pastry-filo-delicious-146393671.html	kabsa	/	kuzhi	Mandhi	O	Mandi	Biryani	servido	con	yogurt	mint	chutney	chicken	kabsa	/	kuzhi	mandhi	o	mandi	biryani	servido	con	yogurt	mint
chutneyhtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-kabsa-biryani-servido-con-yogurt-mint-chutney-image338906100.html	indian	mutton	Biryani	Preparado	En	El	Arroz	Basmati	Servido	Con	El	Arro	Yogur	Dip	Sobre	fondo	de	moody,	enfoque	Selectivo	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Preparado	en	el	arroz	basmati	servido
con	yogur	dip	fondo	moody,	selective	fochusttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-rice-servared-with-ogurt-dip-over-moody-background-focus-over-moody-background-focus-focus-focus-image432539798.html	nawabi	Food	¬	¢	¢,	â¬¬¬	¬¬¬¬¬	Pollo	Asado	Con	Salsa	Kadai
Paneer	-	Comida	India	Tradiceal	Indian	Style	Cottage	Curry	Curry	Plato	de	Curry.	Este	Tipo	de	Alimentos	Son	Demasiado	Sabrosos	y	deliciosos.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/nawabi-food-mutton-tikka-cababs-esta	-tipo	de	comida-de	alimento-of-etipo	de	comida-de	alimento-of-fabric-feed-fou-flavurful-
delicious-image352510640	.Html	carne	de	la	carne	indiana	o	mutton	corry	carne	indian	track	o	mutton	corryhtptpptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-image355361008.html	Domatesli	Pilav	-	Turco	Tradicional	Domatesli	Pilav	-	Turco	Tradiceal	Mutton	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted
lamb	meat	served	with	rice	raisins	squash	on	a	blue	plate	on	a	black	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	above,	Flatbed	Lamb	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted	lamb	meat	served	with	rice	saffron	Blue	plate,	horizontal	view	from	above,	Plana	Leyhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-zafrani-pula-roasted-lamb-
meat-served-	with-raisis-saffron-rice-on-a-blue-plate-on-a-black-wooden-	Show-Horizontal-View-Horizontal-from-Supre-plans-lay-image448370119html	Tacik	Pilavi	Tacik	Pilavihtps:	//	www.	Alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	Fish	Biryani.	Served	with	fried	rice,	Naan	Brehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/assualtment-of-varioous-kinds-of-indian-cousine-on	-dark-rusty-table-chicken-tikka-masala-butter-nilgiri-daal-tarta-served-	Fried-Rice-Naan-Bre-image241748314.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	yogurt	DIP,	selective	focus	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani
served	with	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	FocushTPS:	//	www.	alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-	Photo-Kashmiri-Mutton-Gosht-Biryani-Lamb-Biryani-Mutton-Biryani-served-with-140910882.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	in	paper	utensils	,	photo	for	Indian	food	menu	on	a	white	background,	in	paper	utensils,
photo	for	menuhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-on-a-white-background-in-paper-utensils-photo	-Por-menu-image358206426.html	Haneeth	Delicious	Yemeni	Lamb	Preparation	served	with	rice	closeup	in	the	sarten	on	the	table.	Kadai	Paneer	-	Traditional	Indian	Foodhttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-cottage-cheese-vegetarian-curry-dish-kada-	Aantadi	Delhi	Mughalai	Mughalai	North	cuisine	of	India	and	Awadhi.	This	type	of	food	is	too	tasty	and	delicious	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/nawabiod-mutton-curry-with-
gravy	-take-of-of-Food-of-Food-Wood-Wou-Too-Flauurful-and-Delicious-Image32510907.html	Indian	meat	plate	or	Indian	curry	meat	dish	or	Mutton	CurryTtPts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-image355363960.html	domesli	pilav	-	Turkish	Traditional	Domatesli	Pilav	-	Turkish
Stylehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	Y-	Prices	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-domatsli-pilav-traditional-turkish-tyle-82680145.html	lamb	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted	lamb	meat	served	with	rice	raisins	squat	on	a	blue	dish	in	a	blue	plate	A	black	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	above,	Flat	bed	Mutton	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted	lamb	meat
served	with	rice	saffron	raisins	on	a	blue	plate	on	a	black	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	above,	flat	layhttps:	//	www.alamy.com	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//	www.	Alamy.com/mutton-zafrani-pula-roasted-lamb-meat-a-blue-plate-on-a-horizontal-view-de	-Flat-lay-image445791354.html	Awadhi	and	Delhi	Mughlai	Kebabs	Awadhi	and	Delhi
Mughlai	Kebabshttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/awadhi-	and	-Delhi-mughlai-kebabs-image363600458.html	Biryani	Chicken.	Raisins,	dry	apricots	of	India	Biryani	Rice	and	Curry.	Halal	Indian	Chicken	or	Mutton	Biryani.	Indian	dining	table.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/indian-food-biryani-chapatton-curry-chapattixmilk-tea	-Tal-salad	and	curry-gallin-indian-dining	room-image-image274515595.html	mutton	pulao	mutton	pulaohttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.	com	/	Biryani	chicken	Biryani	with	Basmati	rice.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper	copper	brass
Tazon.Https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or-indian-curry-in-a-copper-brass-serving	-bowl-image354500375.html	khorezm	PLOV	-	Ancient	recipe	from	Uzbek	Pilaf,	Asian	cuisine	Central	Khorezm	Plov	-	Ancient	recipe	from	Uzbek	Pilaf,	Central	Asian	cuisine:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V
=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/khorezm-plov-ancient-recipe-of-uzbek-pilaf-central-asian-cuisine-image180363837.html	Assortment	of	various	types	of	Indian	cousins	on	the	dark	rusty	table	Assortment	of	several	Types	of	Indian	cousins	in	Dark	Rusty	Tablettps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/assualtment-of-vario-
kinds-of-indian-cousine-on-dark-resty	-table-images362683562.html	dum	handi	muttonÃ	¢	biryaniÃ	¢	or	gosht	pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	Earth	or	clay	pot	called	HAANDI	or	1	KIL	OF	SIZE.	Mutton	Pulao	-	Eminent	dish	of	not	only	Pakistan	but	from	the	continent	South	Asia.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpps:
//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mutton-	Pulao-eminent-plate-of-not	only-Pakistan-but	from	continent-south-81826085.html	Biryani	(also	known	as	Biriyani	,	Biriani,	Birani	or	Briyani)	.Biryani	decorated	with	the	texture	image	of	cilantro	Biryani	leaves	(also	known	as	Biriyani,	Biriani,	Birani	or	Briyani)	.Biryani	decorated	with	texture	texture	of	the	texture
of	the	Cariandora	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/Biryan-known-	known	-as-Biriyani-Biriani-Birani-OR-BRIIANI-BIRANI-O-BRIYANIBIRYANI-GARNISH-WITH-CORIANDDER-LEAVE-TEXTURE-IMAGE-IMAGE413235830.	HTML	Pakistani	Scheherazade	Biryani	Pakistani	Scheherazade	Biryanihtpps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/pakistani-scheherlade-biryaniiii_ertaze-m	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Lamb	Meat	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao,	beef	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Eidhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-
gosht-biryani-spicy-indian-malabar-lamb-meat-	Biryani-Hyderabadi-Biryani-Dum-Biriyani-Pulao-Beef-Biriani-Kerala-India-Sri-	Lanka-Pakistan-Eid-image438013476.html	Coriander	Homemade	Pulao,	a	rice	preparation	of	a	pot	in	Ghee	with	onions,	green	chutney	and	whole	spices.	Uzbek	pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpps:
//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-uzbek-pilaf-93495314.html	Page	13	INDIAN	MUTTON	BIRYANI	Prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with	the	Yogurt	Dip	on	Moody	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	DIP	on	Moody	background,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=
1HTTPS:	/	/ww.alamy.com/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-r-served-with-yogurt-dip-over-moody-background-select-focus-image432539286.html	meat	dish	Indian	style	or	Indian	lamb	curry	style	meat	dish	or	mutton	curryhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-
image354151379.	HTML	Buhara	Pilavã	£	"Ã	¢	±	rate.	Concept	of	food	background,	Indian	cuisine,	Culture,	TraditionTpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.	COM	/	Biryani-AND-MUTTON-CURRY-AS-INDIAN	-FESTIVE-FOOD-IN-DURGA-PUJA-SOCUE-CON-COPY-SPACE-CONCEPT-CONCEPT-FOR-FOOD-INDIAN-
CUISINE-CULTURE-TRADITIO-IMAGE272540053.	HTML	Halal	Indian	Chicken	or	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	Raita	tomato	yogurt	on	white	background.	Selective	focus.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	Indian-Chicken-Or-Mutton-Biryani-served-with-yogurt-	Tomato-Raita-AND-CRISPY-PAPPADAM-WHITE-FUND-SELECTIVE-FOCUS-
IMAGE359997247.html	Nawabi	Food	Ãƒ	Â	¢	Ã	¢,	Â¬Ã	¢	â,	¬	Mutton	Tikka	Kebabs.	The	Indian	Halal	chicken	or	the	Lamb	Biryani	served	with	the	Of	Yogurt	Tomato	On	White	Background.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper	copper	TazÃ³n	de	Servicio	Con	pan	o	Roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or-indian-curry-in-a-	cobre-sirviendo-tazÃ³n-tazÃ³n-con	pan-o-roti-image354501497.html	Mutton	Masala	Masala	Gosht	Indio	Cordero	Rogan	Josh	C.	Condiment,	Served	Con	Naan	The	Roti,	Selective	Focus	Mutton	Masaala	The	Masaala	Gostht	The	Lamb	Rogan	Indio	Josh	Conna	Condimento,	Served	Con	Naan	The	Roti,
Selective	Fochusttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and	-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton-maalllaer	-esala-gosht-o-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with-shot-166366518.html	Indian	Curry	Indio	en	TazÃ³n	Copper	Cushion	Con	pan	The	Roti.	Eating	tabla	india.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/indian-food-biryani-chapatton-curry-chapattixmilk-tea	-y-dal-indian-dining-table-image274515597.html	Mutton	Pulao	Mutton	PulaoHTPS:	//www.alamy.	with	/	licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-	Mutton-pulao-88579984.html	Biryani	Biriyani	with	Basmati	Rice.	Selective	focus.https:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-served-with-yogurt-	Tomato-raita-over-white-background-Focus-Focus-image359997426.html	Nawabi	Pollo	Biryani	CALIDAD	PREMIUM	PERFORATED	RICE.	Popular	Indian	in	Vegetarian	Foodhttts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V
=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gesht-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-lameado-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-in	the	vegetarian-food-food-image433255019.html	Indian	Food	The	Curry	Indian	UN	TazÃ³n	of	copper.	Uzbek	pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-
uzbek-pilaf-93494964.html	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	in	Basmati	Rice	Served	Con	La	Caida	Con	El	Yogur	About	Fondo	Mal	Humor,	Selective	Focus	Indio	Cordero	de	Biryani	Prepared	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	yogurt	Background,	Selective	Fochusttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-mutton-
biryani-prepared-in-basmati-r-served-with-	yogurt-dip-over-moody-background-selective-focus-focus-image432538395.html	dish	of	Indian-style	meat	or	lamb	curry	meat	or	meat	dish	from	India	or	Mutton	CurryTTpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Httptors:	//www.alamy.es	Popular	Indian	No	Vegetarian	Foodhttptors:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433255006.html	Indian	Food	Or	Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Service	Tazon.	Chicken	Biryani	Food	in	a	Tazon	in	Table.Https:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-meal-in-a-bowl-	on-table-image387285127.html	Delicious	and	spicy	house	Biryani	in	a	traditional	tazon	with	Raita	and	salad	on	black	background	Biryani	Delicious	and	spicy	homemade	Biryani	in	a	traditional	Tazon	with	Raita	and	salad	in	Black	Backgroundhttps:
//www.alamy.com/	Licenses	&	Prices	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-and-spicy-home-made-chicken-biryaniin-traditional-bowl-with-raita-and-salad-on-black	-background-image379232341.html	kashmiri	mutton	gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Served	with	Yogurt	Dip,	selective	focus	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani
/	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	Yogurt	Dip,	Selective	Focushttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-price	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmir-mutton-gasht-biryani-biryanine-mutton-biryaninered-with-140912814.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	indian	menu	Ian	food	on	a	white	background,	photo	for	Halal	Indian	Chicken
The	Mutton	Biryani	served	with	Yogurt	Tomato	Raita	Y	Papadam	Crispy.	Indian	Style	Food	The	Curry	Indio	en	UN	TAZÃ³n	of	LatÃ³n.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1htttpts:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-indian-style-food	-o-indian-curry-in-a-copper-bowl-towl-101034608.html	Mutton	Masala	Masala	Gosht	Indio	Cordero	Rogan	Josh
C.	Condiment,	served	with	Naan	The	Roti,	Selective	Focus	Mutton	Masala	The	Masala	Gosht	The	Corder	Indio	Rogan	Josh	Conna	Condimento,	served	with	Naan	The	Roti,	Selective	Fochusttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/	?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton-masala-	or-masala-gosht-o-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with-shot-
166366637.html	Mutton	Masala	Masala	Gosht	The	Indian	Lamb	rogan	josh	con	alternate,	served	with	naan	the	roti,	selective	focus	Mutton	Masaala	the	masala	gosht	the	el	cordero	indio	rogan	josh	con	the	condiment,	served	with	naan	the	roti,	selective	focushttptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and	-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-
mutton	-mala-or-masala-gosht-or-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with-shot-1663662	93.html	Mutton	Masaala	Masaala	Gosht	o	Lamb	rogan	josh	con	alternate,	served	with	naan	the	roti,	selective	focus	Mutton	Masala	the	masala	gosht	the	lamb	rogan	josh	con	alternate,	served	with	naan	the	roti,	selective	focushttps:	//	www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing	/?
v=1htps://www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton-mastal-mal-mala-gesht-or-indian-lamb-rogan-josh-with	-some-166366495.html	Masala	Masala	Gosht	Lamb	rogan	josh	con	alternate,	served	with	naan	the	roti,	selective	focus	Mutton	Masala	the	masala	gosht	the	lamb	rogan	josh	with	some	condiments,	served	with	naan	the	roti,	selective	focushttts:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-image-mutton-masala-or-mala-gesht-or-indian-lamb-rogan-	josh-with-shot-166366481.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	mutton	The	meat	spices	and	o	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon,	selective	focus	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a
Tazon,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	/	/ww.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gosht-masala-or-lamb-ragan-osh-served-in-a-bowl-selecttive-focus-	image432579668.html	Indian	style	The	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focus	Indian	style	meat
dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	desecion,	Selective	Focushttps:	/	/ww.alamy.com/licenses-	and	-pricting	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gost-mutton-or-lamb-rogan-osh-served-in-a-awl-	selective-focus-	Image432578608.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or
Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focus	Indian	Style	Meat	Meat	Dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	Served	in	a	Tazon,	Selective	FocushTls:	//	www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	/	Indian-Style-Meat-Dish-Or-Mutton-Or-Gosht-Masala-Or-Lamb-Rogan-Josh	-Served-in-a-Bowl-Selective-focus-image432579826.html
Indian-style	meat	plate	or	lamb	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon,	selective	focus	Indian	style	meat	dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	Tazon,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gost-mutton-or-lamb-rogan-
osh-served-in-a-bowl-selective-focus-	image432580915.	The	HTML	or	Mutton	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	Indian	style	selective	focus,	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon,	Selective	FOCUSHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses	&	Prices	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	-Bowl-selective-
focus-image432579372.html	plato	de	carne	de	ethilo	indio	o	cdero	o	gosht	gosht	Or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focusing	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon,	selective	focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/	?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gost-
mutton-or-lamb-rogan-osh-served-in-a-bowl-selective-focus-	image432579217.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	a	selective	focus	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	Tazon,	Selective	FocushTPS	:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-price	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gost-mutton-or-lamb-rogan-osh-served-in-a-	boowl-selective-focus-	focus-image432580465.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon	:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	lamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gosht-masala-or-
lamb.	-rogan-josh-served-in-a-bowl-selective-focus-image432580914.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focus	Indian	style	meat	dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	Tazon,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gosht-mutton-or-lamb-ogan-osh-served-in-a-bowl-selective-focus	-	image432580925.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focus	Indian	meal	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	Tazon,	Selective
FocushTPS:	/	/ww.alamy	.com	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	IN-A-BOWL-SELECTIVE-FOCUS-IMAGE432581019.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	lamb	lamb	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focus,	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	lamb	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh,	served	in	a	Tazon,	Selective	Focushtps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-	PRICING	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-meat-dish-or-mutton-or-gost-mutton-or-lamb-rogan-osh-served-in-a-bowl-selective-focus-	image432578715	.html	Indian	style	meat,	meat	dish	or	lamb	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh,	served	in	a	bowl,	selective	focus,	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht
Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh,	he	served	in	a	bowl,	Selective	FocushTPS:	//www.alamy.com	/icenses-and-pricing/?v=1	Lamb-rogan-josh-served-in-	a-bowl-selective-focus-image-image432579809.html	Indian-style	meat	plate	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon,	a	plate	of	Indian	style	meat	Selective	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Focus
Masala	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	Tazon,	selective	Focusushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1	-image432579501.	The	HTML	or	Mutton	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Lamb	Roggan	Josh	served	in	a	bowl,	Indian	style	selective	focus,	Indian-style	meat	dish	or	Mutton	or	Gosht	Masala	or	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	served	in	a	tazon,	Selective
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cuisine-Scheherazade-Biryani-Traditional-assortment-plates-view-view-image188657460.html	Delicious	Biriyani	Chicken	BiriyaniHTPTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//	www.	alamy.com/delicious-chicken-biriyani-image274572779.html	traditional	food	Indian	green	Lamb	traditional	Indian	food	Green	food	Lambhttps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy	.com	/	traditional-Indian-Indiano-Food-Green-Curry-Lamb-image383670200.html	Vegetable	Biryani	Biriyani,	Hyderabadi	Shahi	Pulao	and	Raita	Pilaf	Basmati	Rice	Indian	Dish	Spices	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistá	n.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433254947.html	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	bowl	of	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.	Selective	focus.HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-erved-with-yogurt-	tomato-raita-over-white-background-focus-focus-image359997448.html	mutton	biryani	mutton	Biryanihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock	-image-mutton-biryani-
164813454.html	close	up	The	top	part	of	the	delicious	lamb	(lamb)	Biryani	served	in	autolox	copper	copper	utensils	Traditional	sides.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-Dian-curry-in-a-copper-Bowl-Sirving-Bowl-With-pan-Or-
Roti-image354501607.html	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Indian	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	with	some	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	focus	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Lamb	Rogan	Rogan	Josh	with	some	condiments,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	Selective	FochusttPts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	V	=	1Httpts:
//www.alamy.com/	Stock-image-Mutton-Masala-Or-Masala-Gosht-O-Indian-Lamb-rogan-josh-with-some-166366204.html	Indian	curry	or	curry	in	a	Tazon	of	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.	Biryani	chicken	Biriyani	with	Basmati	rice.	Pulao	Basmati	Rice,	spicy	mixed	rice	dish	with	Meathttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:
//www.alamy.com/fish-biryani-spicy-indian-malabar-biryani-	o-hydrabadi-biryani-dum-biriyani-fish-and-rice-pulao-basmati-rice-rice-spicy-	dish-plate	with	meat-image402017578.html	Indian	Biryani	rice	and	curry	with	Indian	Biryani	rice	backgrounds	and	curry	with	fundsShpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/indian-biryani-rice-and-curry-with-backgrounds-image61008993.html	Indian	food	Biryani	Rice	and	Curry.	Mixed	Rice	Plate	Mutton	Biryani.	The	Biriyani	comes	in	mud	pots	(you	can	keep),	and	you	can	ask	for	chicken,	Mutton	or	Vegetarian.	Pulao	Basmati	Rice,	spicy	mixed	rice	dish	with	Meathttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-
pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-spicy-indian-malabar-biryani-	o-hydrabadi-biryani-dum-biriyani-fish-and-rice-pulao-basmati-rice-spicy-mixed-	plate-plate	with	meat-image	402017711.html	briyani	mutton	rice	papadam	with	traditional	background	briyani	mutton	rice	papadam	with	traditional	Indian	food	Biryani	Rice	and	curry.
Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433254879.html	Indian	Food	Or	Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Service	Tazon.	Shot	on
BachtTps	White:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/homemade-coriander-pulao-a-one-pot-rice-preparation-in-	ghee-with-ceoous-green-chutney-and-whole-specas-sirved-with-	mutton-roasted-shot-on-white-bac-image416764026.html	Lamb	and	apricot	Biryani	with	sweet	potatoes	Lamb	and	apricot	Biryani	with
sweet	potatoeshtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1http:/	/www.alamy.com/lamb-and-apricot-biryani-with-sweet-potatoes-image363672125.html	Biryani	is	a	mixed	rice	dish,	originating	among	the	Muslims	of	the	Indian	subcontinent.	Egg,	Mutton	Biryani	Food	on	a	plate	at	table.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:
//www.alamy.com/egg-mutton-biryani-in-	A-plate-on-table-image456802451.html	delicious	delicious	delicious	biriyani	on	yellow	plate	isolated	on	black	background.	Kadai	Paneer	-	Traditional	Indian	Foodhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-cottage-cheese-vegetarian-curry-dish-kada-	paneer-
traditional-indian-food-food-image355578211.html	oriental	kitchen	Pilaf	.uzbeka	-	Eastern	Antique	Tica	Pilaf	Cuisine	-CocoColatin	Asian	cuisine:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1httpps:	/	/ww.alamy.com/stock-photo-oriental-pilaf-uzbek-cuisine-central-asian-cuisine-78666415.html	Tacik	Pilavi	Tacik	PilavihtPTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-
and-	PRICING	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-tacik-pilavi-174863004.html	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with	Yogurt	Dip	on	Moody	background,	Selective	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	in	Basmati	Rice	Served	Served	Yogurt	Dip	Over	Moody	Fialns,	Selective	FochustTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=
1Https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-rice-	served-with-yogurt-dip-over-moody-background-selective-focus-image432539911.html	Indian	Style	Requests	Cottage	Curry	House	Curry	Dish.	Ahead	view	from	the	top	of	the	delicious	lamb	(Lamb)	Biryani	with	garrison	and	served	with	salad	(Raita)	and	Gravy.HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy	.com	/	stock-photo-overhead	view-from-the-top-of-delicious-lamb-lamb-Biryani-with-Garbernish-75859142.html	Biryani	Traditional	-	Indian	Mughalai	Food	Traditional	Biryani	-	Indian	Mughalai	Foodhttps:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/traditional-biryani-inniandimughalaiiod-image385469120.html	Indian	Lamb	spicy	Biryani	Curry	and	rice	meal	on	a	spicy	Indian	lamb	lamb	Biryani	Curry	and	rice	food	In	a	banana	Leafhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-inian-spicy-lamb-biryani	-curry-and-rice-meal-on-a-banana-
sheet-76546825.html	Indian	food	/	restaurant	menu	concept	-	Mutton	Biryani,	butter	chicken,	Roti	and	Raita	background	Indian	food	/	restaurant	menu	concept	-	Mutton	Biryani,	butter	chicken,	Roti	and	Raita	Backgroundhttps:	//www.alamy.com/li	census	and	prices	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meal-restaurant-menu-concept-mutton-biryani-
butter-chicken-roti-ing-raita-background-image338079106.html	mutton	biryani	food	on	a	plate	to	carry	the	Mutton	Biryani	flour	container	on	a	plate	carry	container	-in-a-a-plaque-	Take-aley-container-image452557918.html	delicious	delicious	indian	biriyani	on	yellow	plate	isolated	on	black	background.	Mutton	Biryani	flour	on	a	plate	in	Mutton
Biryani	Mutton	Biryanihttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-biryani-image24062722.html	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Cordero	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	El	Yogur	Dip,	Focus	Selectivo	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	Yogurt	Dip,	selective
focushttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-goshto-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-biryani-biron-mutton-biryaninered-withi-mutton-biryaninered-withi-mutton-biryaninered-with-mutton-biryaninered-with-mutton-biryaninered-with-mutton-biryaninered-with-mutton-biryaninered-with-mutton-
biryaninered-with-mutton-biryaninered-withi	-mutton-biryaninered	-with-140912092.html	pollo	Biryani	O	Murgh	Pulao.	Alimento	indio	o	curry	indio	en	un-tazã³n	de	cuenco	de	cobre	de	lat³³n	con	pan	o	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or-bowl-bowl-sirving-with-bowl-bowl-sirving-with-
bread-or-roti-image354502284.html	mutton	masala	o	masala	gosht	o	indio	lamb	rogan	josh	con	algãºn	condomento,	servido	con	naan	o	roti,	enfoque	selectivo	mutton	masala	o	masala	gosht	o	lamb	rogan	rogan	josh	con	algunos	condimentos,	servidos	con	naan	o	roti,	selective	fochusttptptptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:
//www.alamy.com/	stock-image-mutton-masala-or-masala-gosht-o-indian-lamb-rogan-o-with-someone-166366080.html	pã¡gina	17	Comida	india	o	Curry	indio	en	un-tazã³n	de	cuenco	de	cobre	de	lat³³n	con	pan	o	roti.	Mutton	biryani	deshuesado	en	un-plato	Calcuta	Mutton	Biryani.	Nawabi	Food	-	Bowl	of	Ferni	Creado	Por	La	Leche	Y	La	Mejor	Calidad
Rice.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/nawabi-food-bowl-of	-ferni-creado	por	la	leche	por	la	lche	y	la	mejor	calidad-rice-image33510451.html	Plato	de	Carne	India	O	Plato	de	Carne	de	Curry	Indio	o	Mutton	Curryhtptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meat-dish-or-
mutton-curry-image355357298.html	Yahkni	Mutton	Pulao,	Cocina	Awadhi,	Platos	Tradiceales	Indios	Surtidos,	Vista	Superior.	Vista	de	Primer	Plano	Desde	La	Parte	Superior	Delio	Lamb	(lamb)	Biryani	decorated	with	tomato	cassing	and	and	Traditional	Biryani	-	Indian	Food	Mughalai	Biryani	-	Indian	Mughalai	Foodhtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-
pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/traditional-biryaniindian-mughalaiiod-	image385496468.html	Delicious	and	spicy	house	made	home	Biryani	in	a	traditional	tazon	with	Raita	and	salad	on	black	background,	delicious	and	spicy,	made	of	chicken	,	Chicken,	Biryani	in	a	traditional	Tazon	with	Raita	and	salad	on	blackHettps	background:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-	prices	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-and-spicy-home-made-chicken-biryani-in-traditional-bowl-with-raita-and-salad-on-black-background-image379232380	.html	food	India	/	Restaurant	Restaurant	-	Mutton	Biryani,	Butter	Chicken,	Roti	and	Raita	Indian	Food	/	Concept	of	Restaurant	Menu	-	Mutton	Biryani,
Butter	Chicken,	Roti	and	Raita	Backgroundhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing	/	?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meal-restaurant-menu-concept-mutton-biryani-butter-chicken-roti-ing-raita-background-image338079107.html	Egg,	Lamb	Biryani	food	in	A	plate	on	the	table.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	Tazon	of	Copper	Copper	.https:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or-indian-curry	-in-a-copper-copper-serving-Tazon-image354499701.html	Khorezm	PLOV	-	Ancient	recipe	from	Uzbek	Pilaf,	Asian	cuisine	Central	Khoremm	Plov	-	Ancient	recipe	from	Uzbek	Pilaf,	Central	Asian	cuisine:	//www.alamy.com/licenses	-and-pricing	/?	V	=
1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-khorezm-plov-ancient-recipe-of-uzbek-pilaf-central-asian-cuisine-177540229.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	Pilaf	is	prepared	In	a	dirt	or	clay	pot	called	HAANDI	or	1	KILO	of	size.	Kolkata	Style	Dum	Biryani	with	lamb,	boiled	egg	and	potato.	Macro	photo.	Nawabi	Chicken	Biryani	with	Rice
Perfuemed	Quality	PerfueM.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	PerfuÃ©s-arroz-image332511029.html	curry	curry	or	curry	mutton	curry	chicken	or	curry	muttonhttptps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/curry-chicken-or-curry-mutton-image354513389.html	Pulao	-	eminent	dish	of	not
only	Pakistan	but	about	the	continent	of	South	Asia.	India	Foodthttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/north-indian-lamb-biryanindia-food-image67217065.html	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Asian	Rice	Food	Chicken	Biryani	Indian	Asian	Mealhtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and	-Pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryaniindian-asian-rice-meal-image362120146.html	Haji	Biriyani,	Dhaka,	Bangladesh	Famous	Haji	Biriyani,	Dhaka,	Bangladeshhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/famous-haji-biriyani-dhaka	bangladesh-image150293733.html	close-up	view	from	the	top	of	the	delicious	lamb
(lamb)	Biryani	decorated	with	tomato	and	mint	cass.	Shhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/smashed-tapooca-with-green-chilies-and-shallots-served-with-chicken-gravy	-Popular-Kerla-Kerala-Commonly	Call-Kappa-Vevichu-y	-Kozhi-curry-sh	image457620715.html	lamb	meat	with	bulgur	rice	pilav	or	pilaf	lamb
meat	with	bulgur	rice	pilav	or	pilafhttps:	//www.alamy	.com	/	licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/lamb-meat-with-bulgur-rice-pilav-or-pilaf-image150059485.html	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	is	a	plate	of	Indian	rice	made	with	rice	spices	and	meat	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	is	A	plate	of	Indian	rice	made	with	spices	of	rice	and	meathtps:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock	-photo-mutton-gosht-biryani-is-anny-rice-made	dishes-with-spices-23411024.html	pakistani	cuisine	Pakistani	cuisinehtptps:	//	www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpps:	//www.alamy.com/pakistani-sine-image217511391.html	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	in
utensils	paper,	photo	for	Menu	Indian	food	on	a	white	background,	in	paper	utensils,	photo	for	for	India	Biriani	Food	with	Dhal	and	Poppadoms	India	Food	Biriani	with	Dhal	and	Poppadomshttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/india-food-biriani-with-	dhal-and-poppadoms-image8461893.html	Indian	Biryani	with
chicken,	yogurt	and	spices	on	a	plate	on	a	wooden	table.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non	Vegetarian-Food-image433254992.html	Indian	Food	Or
Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Porción	Tazon.	Focus	SELECTIVE	ROADSIDE	INDIAN	CHICKEN	BIRYANI.	Chicken	Biryani	food	in	a	box	to	take	on	table.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/chicken-biryani-in-a-	Box-on-table-image429371759.html	Indian	food	Biryani	Rice,	Curry,	Chapatti,	Milk	and	Dal.	The	lamb
made	at	home	Biryani	Mutton	Biryani	served	at	the	Indian	restaurant	Mutton	Biryani.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-
image433254957.html	Indian-style	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	copper	tazon.	Uzbek	pilaf	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-uzbek-pilaf-93494867.html	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	Prepared	on	rice	Basmati	served	with	yogurt	fall	on	bad	mood	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in
Basmati	rice	served	with	Yogurt	Dip	on	Moody	background,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//	www	.alamy.com	/	indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-rice-served-with-yogurt-hip-over-moody-background-selective-focus-focus-image432539783.html	dish	from	Indian	style	or	lamb	curry	meat	dish	or	lamb
lamb	Buhara	Pilavã	£	"¢	±	±	Tarifi	Popular	Indio	No	Vegetariano	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTPS:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gosht	-Pilaf-is-Prepared-in-----Arthen-O-Clay-Pot-Llamado-HAndi-O-Vegetarian-Food-image433254990.html	Alimento	Indio	O	Curry	Indio	En	Un-Taz³n	de	porci³n	de	cobre.	servido
con	arroz	frito,	naan	breettps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/assualtment-of-various-kinds-of-	Indian-Cousine-on	-dark-rusty-table-chicken-tikka-masala-butter-nilgiri-daal-tarka-served-fried-rice-naan-bre-image24174831.html	kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	Con	Yogurt
Dip,	Enfoque	Selectivo	Kashmiri	Mutton	Gosht	Biryani	/	Lamb	Biryani	/	Mutton	Biryani	Servido	con	yogurt	dip,	selective	focushttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com	Stock-photo-kashmiri-mutton-gosht-biryani-biron-biryani-mutton-biryani-servido-con-140910359.ht	Ml	alimento	asi¡tico	carnes	y	verduras	asi¡ticas
alimentos	de	carne	y	vegetablashtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTS:	//www.alamy.com/asian-food-meat-and-vogetables-image337351371.html	lamb	biriani	lamb	birianihtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-lamb-biriani-19733649.html	Nawabi	Food	owƒ	â	â	â	¢,	Â¬¬¬	â	€	¬	Mutton
Tikka	Kebabs.	Chana	Mewa	Pulao	-	Peshawari	Pulaos.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-peshawarixpulaos-130589179.html	la	cabra	Domã	©	Stica	O	Simplemente	La	Cabra	es	Una	Subespecie	de	C.	Food	Indian	Food	o	Indian	Curry	en	Un	BACT	.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licensenses-and-pricing/?	V
=	1HTTPS:	//	www.Alamy.com/stock-photo-indian-food-or-indian-curry-in-a	-indian-curry-in-a-indian-brass-serving-bowl-a-contray	-indian-brass-serving-bowl-140327906.html	dum	handi	muttonã	¢	Biryaniã	¢	o	Gosht	Pilaf	se	prepara	en	una	olla	de	tierra	o	arcilla	llamado	haandi	o	1	kilo	de	tamaã	±	o.	Blank	with	cutout	cutout	Mutton	Pulao	Mutton
PulaOhtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mutton-pulao-88612152.html	Biryani	Biriyani	with	Basmati	rice.	India	northern	food	of	India	Lamb	Biryani.	.	-Y-Species-image69198764.html	Lamb	and	apricot	Biryani	with	potatoes	Sweet	potatoes	Lamb	and	apricot	Biryani	with	potatoeshtpts	Sweet:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/	Lamb-and-Apricot-Biryani-With-Sweet-potatoes-image363671969.html	Biryani	Rice	Tray	Stuffed	with	lamb	meat	and	vegetables	cooked	in	a	Biryani	Pakistani	Restaurant	Tray	Rice	stew	with	lamb	meat	and	cooked	vegetables	at	a	Restaurant	PakistanÃHTTTPS:	//
www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	-With-Lamb-Meat-and-vegetables-cooked-in-to	-pakistani-restaurant-image442293746.html	chicken	roasted	horse	or	chicken	Berryani	rice,	Arabic	rice	spiced	with	raisins	and	chicken	roasted	chicken	walnuts	BERYANI,	Arabic	rice	spicy	with	RAISIN	and	NUTSHTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and	-PriCing
/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/roasted-chicke	n-kabsa-o-chicken-beryani-rice-speed-arabic-rice-with-raisin-and-nuts-image464828499.html	Bombay	Chicken	Biryani-5	Bombay	Chicken	Biryani-5https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and	price	/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-bombay-chicken-biryani-5-84767477.html	Lamb	Biryani	flour	on	a
plate	at	the	table.	Mutton	Pulao	-	Eminent	dish	of	not	only	Pakistan	but	from	the	continent	South	Asia.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1httpps:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-mutton-	Pulao-Eminent-plate	of	N't-only-Pakistan-but-of-continent-south-80581329.html	delicious	chicken	biriyani	delicious	chicken	BiriyanIshtpts:	v	=
1https:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-chicken-biriyani-image274549810.html	Traditional	India	India	Food	Curre	Lamb	and	Jam	Salad	Traditional	Indian	Food	Green	Lamb	Lamb	and	Jam	Saladhtttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/traditional-indian-food-green-	curry-lamb-and-jam-salad-image384785756.html
vegetable	Biryani	Biriyani,	Hyderabadi	Shahi	Pulao	and	Raita	Pilaf	Basmati	Rice	Indian	Species	Kerla	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan.	Kadai	Paneer	-	Traditional	Indian	Foodhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-style-cottage-cheese-vegetarian-curry-dish-kada-	paneer-traditional-indian-food-
image355365216.html	Awadhi	and	Delhi	Mughlai	Kebabs,	North	India	And	Awadhi.	Close-up	view	from	the	top	of	the	delicious	lamb	(Lamb)	Biryani	served	in	authilled	copper	utensils	with	traditional	sides.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/	Stock-Photo-Closeup-view-from-top-of-Delicious-Mutton-Lamb-
Biryani-served-87302225.html	Sindhi	Mutton	Biryani	Sindhi	Mutton	BiryaniHTPTPS:	//	www.	alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-sindhi-mutton-biryani-84767624.html	Northern	Lamb	of	India	Biryani.	This	type	of	food	is	too	tasty	and	delicious	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:
//www.alamy.com/nawabiiod-mutton-curry-with-gravy	-Things-of-of-Food-Son-Too-Flovurful-and-Delicious-Image352511391.html	dish	Indian	meat	or	Indian	curry	meat	plate	or	Mutton	CurryTTPTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-image355362168.html	domatesli	pilav	-
domesli	pilav	-	traditional	Turkish	Style	Pilav	-	traditional	Turkish	Stylehttps:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses-	and-Price	/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-domatsli-pilav-traditional-turkish-tyle-81827742.html	Lamb	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted	lamb	meat	served	with	rice	raisins	On	a	white	plate	on	a	white	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	above
Mutton	Zafrani	Pulao,	roasted	lamb	meat	served	with	raisins	Rice	on	a	white	plate	on	a	white	wooden	table,	horizontal	view	from	overrttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/mutton-zafrani-pulao-roasted	-lav-teat-server-with-safts-saffron-rice-on-a-white-plate-on-a-white-wooden-	Table-Horizontal-View-view-view-
from-top-image445475101.html	Afghani	Pulao	AFGhani	PulaOhtps:	/	/ww.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?v=1	-Pulao-image274251837.html	Fish	Biryani.	This	type	of	food	is	too	tasty	and	delicious	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httptors:	//www.alamy.com/nawabiod-chicken-roast-withher-gravy	-thewas-food	types,	are	too	tasty
and	delicious,	and	delicious,	meat	meat	dish	Indian	or	Indian	Curry	Plate	of	Lamb	or	Mutton	Curryhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing	/?v=1	-mutton-curry-image354151063.html	Gosht	Motia	Pulao,	cooked	meat	in	a	lot	of	spices,	in	layers	with	rice,	Lloviznled	with	a	Saffron	Gosht	Motia	Pulao,	meat	cooked	in	a	lot	of	spices,	in	layers	with
rice,	rain	A	Saffronhttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/gost	-Motia-Pulao-Meat	Kitchen	at	A-A-OF-SPECAS-CAPAS-CAPAS-WITH-RICE-LLOVIZLED-WITH-A-A-SAFFRON-IMAGE230906125.HTML	Delicious	Biriyani	Chicken	Delicious	Chicken	Biriyanihttps:	//www.alamy.com	/icenses-and-pricing/?v=1	Biryani
Picy	Indi	A	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Bowl	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Rice	Eid	Chicken	Biryani	Spicy	Indian	Malabar	Biryani	Hyderabadi	Biryani,	Dum	Biriyani	Pulao	Golden	Bowl	Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	Basmati	Rice	Eidhttps:	//www.alamy.com/	Licenses	and	prices	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	-Lanka-
pakist¡¡n-Basmati-arroz-eid-image438015654.html	Buhar	Buhara	Tariff	Buhara	Pilavã	‰	"Â	±	ratehttps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/stock-photo-buhara-pilav-tarif-147171988.html	Indian	Mutton	Biryani	prepared	in	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	Dip	on	Moody	background,	selective	focus	Indian	Mutton
Biryani	Prepared	on	Basmati	rice	served	with	yogurt	Dip	on	Moody	background,	Selective	Focushtps:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	AND-PRICING	/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-mutton-biryani-prepared-in-basmati-r-served-with-yoyegurt-dip-sel-moody-background-select-focus-image432539141	.html	Nawabi	Food	Ãƒ	Â	©,	â¬	"Roasted	chicken
with	sauce.	Popular	Indian	Non-Vegetarian	Foodhttpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/dum-handi-muttonbiryanior-gost-pilaf-is-prepared-in-an	-arthen-o-clay-pot-called-haandi-o-1-kilo-popular-	Indian-Indian-Non-Vegetarian-Food-image433254951.html	Indian	Food	Or	Indian	Curry	In	A	Copper	Service	Tazon.
Central	Asian	cuisine:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/uzbek-khorezm-pilaf-traditional-assor-dishes-top-valo-central-asian	-cuisine-image188670558.html	Dum	Handi	MuttonÃ	¢	BiryaniÃ	¢	or	Gosht	Pilaf	is	prepared	in	a	Earth	or	clay	pot	called	HAANDI	or	1	KIL	OF	SIZE.	Isolated	on	white	with	clipping	path	over
top	of	Kabab	Biryani	on	white	plate.	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	brass	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1Httpts:	//www.alamy.com/indian-food-or	-Dian-curry-in-a-copper-bowl-sirding-bowl-with-bread-or-roti-image354504442.html	mutton	masala	or	masala	gosht	or	Indian	Lamb	Rogan	Josh	with
some	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	selective	focus	Mutton	Masala	or	Masala	Gosht	or	Lamb	Rogrags	Josh	with	some	seasoning,	served	with	Naan	or	Roti,	selective	Indian	food	or	Indian	curry	in	a	bowl	of	copper	bowl	with	bread	or	roti.	Raisins,	dry	apricotstpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/indian-
food-biryani-rice-and-curry-ramadan-food-basmati-	rice-indian-food-concept-arabian-cuisine-cocina-peanut-pepper-pasas-	Raisins	-	drying-apriciotpes-image345771725.html	shot	of	Biryani	chicken	back	on	white	plate.	Adorned	with	fried	onion,	cashew	and	cilantro.	Pakistani	cuisine,	Scheherazade	Biryani	-	Traditional	classified	dishes,	top	view.Hetries:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPTS:	//www.alamy.com/pakistani-cuisine-scheherazade-biryani-	Top-visual	view	of	traditional	dishes-image188657808.html	delicious	chicken	Biriyani	delicious	chicken	BiriyaniHTPTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-	and-pricing	/?	v	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/delicious-chicken	-biriyani-
image274573126.html	traditional	food	India	Curry	Lamb	Traditional	Indian	food	Curry	Lambhtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/Tradational-Indian-	Food-Green-Curry-Lamb-Image383670181.html	Vegetable	Biryani	Biriyani,	Hyderabadi	Shahi	Pulao	and	Raita	Pilaf	Basmati	Basmati	Rice	Indian	Plate	Spices
Kerala	India	Sri	Lanka	Pakistan	.	This	type	of	food	is	too	tasty	and	delicious	.https:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1https:	//www.alamy.com/nawabiod-mutton-curry-with-gravy	-take-types	of	food-of-food-wood-wou-too-flovurful-and-delicious-image352511326.html	Indian	meat	plate	or	Indian	lamb	meat	dish	or	Mutton	CurryTtPts:
//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	v	=	1Https:	//www.alamy.com/indian-meat-dish-or-mutton-curry-image355362900.html	chana	mewa	pulao	-	Peshawari	Pulaos.	Shot	on	BachtTps	White:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/homemade-coriander-pulao-a-one-pot-rice-preparation-in-	Lamb	and	apricot	Biryani
with	candy	candy	lamb	apricot	Biryani	with	sweet	potatoeshtpts:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/lamb-and-apricot-biryani-wit-sweet-potatoes-image363672060.html	Biryani	is	a	mixed	rice	dish	that	originates	between	the	Muslims	of	the	Indian	subcontinent.	Selective	focus.HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/licenses-
and-pricing/?	V	=	1HTTPS:	//www.alamy.com/halal-indian-chicken-or-mutton-biryani-served-with-yogurt-	tomato-raita-over-white-background-focus-focus-image359997440.html	nawabi	chicken	Biryani	With	premium	quality	Herfuemed	â	€
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